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1\vo students die in fiery car crash
FHP: Alcohol suspected in accident on second day of classes
CATHLEEN CRANE
STAFF WRITER

.,

•

•

Two UCF students died and
six other people were injured Aug.
20. in a fiery, four car collision in
which alcohol may have played a
part, said the .Florida Highway
Patrol (FHP).
Freshman Peter Milbuta, 20, a
passenger in one of the cars, ·died
at the scene. Freshman Pinkal
Patel,_19, who was riding in a second car, died Aug. 21 from injuries
sustained in the crash.
Charges are pending against
George Lovell Schock ~ 21, the
driver of the ·car in wbfch Milbuta
was riding, who apparently lost
control of his vehicle and crossed a
cement median, landing in the
path of oncoming traffic, said the
FHP.
Witnesses told the FHP they
saw Schock driving fast and
switching lanes before the accident, which occurred on East
Colonial Drive near Woodbury
Road at 8:47 p.m. .
FHP gave this account:
Driving east in the right lane, .
Schock attempted to pass a car

driven by Rosalia Gonzalez, 53, of
Orlando, and lost control of his car
on the wet pavement. Shock's car
spun and strl!ck Gonzalez, and .
both cars then crossed the median·
into westbound traffic.
Gonzalez struck an oncoming
car driven by Rebecca Krell, 47, of
Wmter Park. Schock struck a car
driven by Nilesh Patel, 21, of
Orlando, and Patel's car caught
fire.

Witnesses pulled five people
from the burning vehicle: driver
Nilesh Patel, and passengers
Pinkal Patel, 19, Nimesh Patel, 21,
Hemen Patel, 20 and Kevin PateL
21. Authorities did not immediately know whether the passengers
were all related.
Schock and the Patels all sustained incapacitating injuries, said
FHP Trooper Kim Miller. Three
helicopters airlifted the injured to
Orlando Regional Medical Center.
Airbags deployed in Schock's
car, but neither Schock nor
Milbuta wore seatbelts, said the
FHP. Nilesh and Nimesh Patel
wore their seatbelts. Pinkal,
Hemen and Kevin Patel did not.
Schock faces two counts of

vehicular homicide, said Miller.
The FHP will finalize charges
against Schock after the agency
receives test results analyzing his
blood-alcohol content. Those
results may not be available for ·
four to six weeks. .
Milbuta, who had recently
moved to Orlando from New York,
did not have any identification
with him when he died. It took the
FHP nine hours to locate and tell
his family, said Miller. "This happens a lot," she said. "It can take
two or three d~ys to track someone down."
Time is important if a person
is incapacitated and someone
needs to make decisions for their
care, said Miller. "It's crucial to
carry ID-something with your
name and current address."
Even though Florida law
requires residents to update their
driver's license address, the law
does not apply to out-of-state students.
"Jt's perfectly legal to have
your old address, but students
need to carry something else with
emergency contact information,"
· said.Miller.

Zero-tolerance policy
for _underage drinkers
State crackdown
coincides with
start offall term
TIFFANY REPECKI
STAFF WRITER

As new and returning
students poured into local
bars and clubs last week,
so did agents for the
state's
Division
of
Alcoholic Beverages and
Tobacco,
which
has
resumed its annual crackdown on underage drinking.
"Every ye·ar we see

new students, so it
becomes a continuing battle-that's why I want to be
proactive at the beginning
of the semester," said
German Gazon, coordinator for the state agency
that polices establish. ments where alcohol is
sold.
"Traditionally people
didn't
view underage
drinking as serious, but
now we enforce zero tolerance," said Gazon. "We
don't give breaks."
Despite strict policies
that the state requires
bars to implement, stuPLEASE

SEE

Students oN s

Controversial finger scan technology up and running
Students who haven't registered their fingerprint must bring
their student ID in order to register for the finger scan access.
The security system records
a student's index fingerprint and
requires students to key the last
five digits of their student identification number that appears on
their UCF ID card into a keypad.
PHOTOS BY SAMANTHA LOLL I CFF
From then on students don't
After months of delays, the Recreation and
Wellness Center's finger scan access will be
have to carry their ID into the fitfully operational by Sept. 9.
ness center. Instead they will scan
their fingerprint and type in their
only process about 500 people five-digit student ID number when
and the new software can handle entering. If a student forgets their
roughly 50,000 people," Falco five-digit number, the only way for
said. ''At this point, we know so them to gain access is to use their
much about the system, that we student ID.
don't expect to have any more
"If it were just a thumbprint,
problems," he said.
then this would be fine, but this is
·Currently, The Recreation just one more number to rememand Wellness Center has entered ber," said freshman Keith Wall. "If
about 5,000 students into the fin- there has to be a number, then
ger scan system as students come they should do it by PID (personal
though the fitness center.
identification number).
"It takes about 30 seconds to
Falco said this type of finger
enter," said Falco.
scan technology will become
"The initial reaction from - more and more coni.mon within
- some students has been negative the next five years.
because of privacy issues, but
"It's going to be everywhere,
what we're doing is finger scan- such as airports and ATMs. There
ning, no finger printing," he said. are some colleges, including one
Because the template of their at UCF, that are looking into the
finger cannot be reproduced, possibility of. using finger scan
there is no danger to a student's technology on tests," he said.
privacy, said Falco.

Finger scan system
is not a danger to
student privacy
&

BEN BAIRD
JASON IRSAY
STAFF WRITERS
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After an eight-month delay,
staff members at the Recreation
and Wellness Center hope their
controversial . finger scanning
technology will finally begin
working this week.
The finger scan system,
which allows students to enter
the facility without using their
student ID, is still in its testing
phase.
Officials say their goal is to
have two of the three entrances
running on finger scan access by
Sept. 9. The third gate, nearest.to
the front desk, will not use the finger scan system, allowing students to enter the facility by
showing their UCF ID.
The delay was caused by
faulty software and needed
upgraded software and memory
chips to repair the. system, said
Nick Faleo, Recreation and
Wellness Center coordinator.
"The original software could
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Incre.ased tuitiOn revenue funds
exceptional students' edu~ation

•

tants.
"Graduate students . . that
get tuitiqn waivers- ~~'.U.ally get
. Athletes, out-of-state stµ- . them because they ar:e odomg
dents, graduate students and something for the universify('
doctoral assistants Wm be the said Mary McKinney, executive
first to benefit from tuition director of Student Financial
increases at UCF.
Assistance. "Basically those
UCF began providing tOO waivers are usually tied. to
percent tuition reimbursement assistantships or resource
to all doctoral assistants and assistantships .
50 percent r~@P,uts~ment to
Tuition waivers are grantits master's stUdents with the ed to athletes as part of their
. extra ~ds froip. tuition.r~<J ·. r~ruitm,ent package. The goal
1
~ i~nrot:liAit increases this fa'II: • is fo boost recruitment for the
_ "Oniy a small number of athletics department 'at UCE
students have been identified
· O"ut-of-state undergradu, for the tuition waivers," -.said at~s gualjfy for tuition waivers
Ben Morgan, a~sociate dean of based on academic excellence
Graduate Studies. "In the as well as financial need, said
·
spring and summer semesters, McKinney.
we will be ~ble to cover more
State funding supported
students because we will have tuition waivers for students in
more time to do so."
the past. The revenue from
In the past, UCF compen- increased tuition will allow the
sated its masters and doctoral Board of Trustees to. grant
assistants' by paying half of waivers to more students, partheir tuition. The University of ticularly to graduate -students
South Florida and Florida in nursing and education
State University already pro- fields.
. vide 100 percent tuition reim"If students receive the
bursement to all of their grad- tuition waivers, they're more
uat~ assistants.
likely to get involved because.if
- "Enough [scholarship] school is paying for everyhas to be provided so that thing, they have extra time
graduate student~ can afford they can devote to their studto attend UCF," said Bishop." ies, get involved in school-it
UCF must provide a competi- makes the school a better
tive financial package as other place," said junior· 0th
institutions, many of which Khotsimeuang.
~.Provide out-of-state tuition
Not every student agrees.
>wfilvers to all of their graduate
"Even students that are
assistants."
academically excellent shouldUCF's out-of-state under- n't · take away from our
graduate students are chosen money;" said freshman. Angel
for tuition waivers based on Hillrard.
"If the university wants to
their academic excellence and
financial need, determined by give away their money, that's
fine, but they shouldn't use the
the Board of Trustees.
Their specific depart- money from our tuition
ments choose part-time gradu- increases to pay for somebody
ate students and full-time else's tuition-its ridiculous,"
graduate and doctoral assis- she said.
R1mi;:ccA KULCHAK .
STAFF VfRITERs
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Joh~na

pays her fall tuition in t~e cashier's office. Increased tuition revenue will pay for scholarships for other students.
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Seminole raids ~mo1'e sh.ops; stores in Oratige fear they'tC next
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Shelvesonce ·
full of various
.types of
smoking.
access.ones,
now sit empty
a~ the Purple
Ri~ger after a'
raid by the ·
Sem'nole

of law has disturbed and shocked smoke
shop owners around Central Florid.a.
Orlando area smoke shop owners are
''Yes, Tm obviously w01;ried," said
worried, and UCF students have turned to Matthew Tercsak, owner of Mystik. "I've
other venues, following la~t menth's unex- . · spoken to all of the shop-owners ... they run
pocted raids of five smoke shops by the clean businesses."
Seminole County Sheriff's Department.
James Carter, assistant state attorney,
· take diVIs10n
· · chief saI'd he believes the
Author1·t·ies confi seat ed a bout $35 ,000 . m
worth of merchandise froni Amsterdam raids were lawful, but he admitted that cerDreams, including bongs, pipes and tain laws are enforced in different ways in
posters-including a Bob Marley poster some counties . .
decorated with marijuana leaves-during
Carter said the reasons these raids
their armed raid in late July. They ·also t<Jok· place on these stores occurred
searched Pipe · Dreams, The Pipe because the owners were committing
Emporium, The Abyss and Purple Ringer
PLEASE SEE Police oN 6
on that day.
STAFF WRITER
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Students caught with fake ID's face year in jail, $5,000 fine
FROM PAGE

•
•

•

•

•

1

dents under 21-the legal
drinking age in Florida-still
say it is easy to get around the
law.
But last week the deaths of
two UCF students in a car
crash possibly tied to alcohol
underscore the state's ]Ilission.
The suspect in that car
crash was of legal drinking
age. Authorities do not know
whether he had visited any
bars that evening. Yet courts
have . found bar owners liable
for' the safety of their patrons
and drawing a- line on underage drinking is often the first
line of defense.
The agency-which makes
surprise visits on establishments such as restaurants,
bars, clubs, liquor and convenience stores-said the raids
are.random and usually selected by computer, unless the
agency suspects a certain
establishment is selling drinks
to underage buyers.
Agents respond mostly to
complaints or tips from students, residents and local law
enforcement, said th.e division's Lt. Claude Cruce.
Once the agency conductsits first surprise visit, officers
generally will raid more establishments in the same area,
said Amy Wheeldon, who manages Bennigan's on University
Boulevard.
Jake Huffman, a bartender
_at the Loaded Hog on Orange ·

Traditio~ally people

didn't view underage .
drinking as serious, but
now we enforce zero
'olerance. We don't give
breaks.
-GERMAN GAZON
Coordinator for the Florida
Division of Alcoholics
Beverages anq. Tobacco
~

Avenue, agreed. "Everyone
talks to everyone downtown.
It's a buzz. All the bars end up
hearing about the hit, so everyone expects to get hit next."
· If . an · establishment is
caught serving alcohol to
someone under 21, they are
issued a warning and the
agency returns to conduct
another unannounced visit
within 45 days, said Cruce.
If the establishment is
found in violation a second
time, the agency issues a final
warning and revisits the estab-
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No napping in
the laundry room
CARLY MORRIS
STP.FF WRITER

failur~ to pay traffic fines.

Smith admitted he knew his
license was suspended and
claimed he had borrowed the
license tag from a friend but
could not provide the person's name.

Stanley Hart, 29, was
arrested on charges of battery on a law enforcement
officer and .resisting arrest
with violence on July 31.
Officer James Roberts was Sunglass bandit
dispatched to the Libra
Faapupula Laolagi, 48,
Community laundry room was arre~ted on charges of ·
where Hart had fallen asleep burglary on Aug. 7. Officer
while talking on the phone.
Jam es Roberts was disHart slapped Sergeant patched to the west-side
Emert on the arm when he parking garage responding
attempted to pat him down to a call that a woman was
for weapons, so Roberts and loitering in the garage area.
Emert forced him to the floor
Roberts made contact
to handcuff him. Hart strug- with the woman who said
gled and fought the officers . that she saw Laolagi reach
to avoid being restrained. into her car in the parking
Hart, who has no affiliation garage. Roberts approached
with UCF, was transported to Laolagi, who was emotional
the Orange County Jail and verbally hostile. During
where he was . booked on a pat down search, Roberts
other. outstanding charges.
removed a pair of sunglasses
from Laolagi's pocket that
Get your own tag
the other woman identified
Lineal .Artie Smith, 44, as hers.
was arrested on charges of
Although - the woman
petty theft and driving with a declined to press charges
su~pended license on Aug. 2.
against Laolagi, Roberts
Officer Michael King con- arrested Laolagi for tresducted a routine tag check passing and transported her
on the car Smith was driving to the Orange County Jail.
and discovered the license
tag was stolen.
Smith's iicense had been
Police Reporter Carly Morris can be
suspended for two years for
reached at cmorris@ucffuture.com

~

lishment again within 45 days.
In the event that Alcohol
and Tobacco discovers that an
establishment is breaking the
law a third time, the agency
will suspend their license for
seven days and fine them up to
$1,000.
"It's very seldom that an
establishment receives
a
seven-day suspension," said
Cruce. "Once they receive the
first warning, they usually correct the problem."
Emp1oyees who are caught
serving drinks to underage

patrons face an even heftier ·at a club one time and watched
punishment, up to 60 days in a girl and her boyfriend pass a
jail and a $500 fine.
wristband back and forth, each
Because most establish- getting drinks."
ments rely heavily on their
Other establishments have
staff to prevent underage raised their admission age to
d;finking, many bars employ 21 instead of 18 in an effort to
both their door security and keep any potential underage
drinkers out.
bartenders to check IDs.
"Regardless of the of the
But fake ID's may be the
door guys, I still ID because I easiest solution for most
need to cover my butt," said underage students who can
Huffman "If someone's caught usually drink without being
drinking underage, the door hassled once their ID is
guy doesn't pay, the club does- checked at the door.
n't pay, I pay."
Said Huffman: "These kids
Even so, underage stu- are a lot smarter than the door
dents say there · are places guys. Some of [the bouncers]
where they can be served, are 30, 40, 50-years-old. They
whether or not they have fake · don't know you can order or
IDs.
make fake IDs. They just see
"It's pretty easy to get the age and the picture. That's
drinks wherever · you go- it."
downtown, around UCF and
While underage students
everywhere," said undergradu- face serious fines if they are
ate Charlene Barretto.
caught drinking, students who
Some underage students are caught using a fake ID can
can get around an ID check by suffer the most severe penalgetting older friends to pur- ties-up to one year in jail and
chase drinks for them. The $5,000 in fines if caught by the
risk, if students are caught, is state agency.
usually removal from the premGazon said he doe sn't
ises.
know how effective the stings
Bars and clubs recognize and harsher penalties will be
the problem and many now in discouraging underage
provide wristbands to patrons drinking, but students are .
who are 21 or older as a way to becoming more aware of the
distinguish which patrons are consequences they face if they
allowed to drink and which are are caught.
not.
"Students are talking
"People just take the about [these stings], so I think
[wrist] band off and pass it the message is getting out that
around between friends," said underage drinking will not be
junior Toccara Williams. "I was tolerated at UCF, " said Gazon.
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Police confiscate $35,000 worth of merchandise··
-

FROM PAGE

3

crimes, possessing and selling
drug paraphernalia in their stores
in violation of Florida and federai
statutes.
"It appeared that one of the
stores was manufacturing drug
paraphernalia," he added.
Current state laws are very
broad and unclear about the illegalities concerning selling items
that can be used as drug paraphernalia.
Florida laws define drug
paraphernalia as any equipment,
product or material that is used to
cultivate, manufacture, package
or ingest a controlled substance.
"Police-culture bullying" is
what one tobacco shop owner,
who did not want to be identified,
called the recent raids.
"Everybody ·today that is a
tobacco connoisseur smokes out
of giass pipes," he said. "So if
people do smoke -tobacco out of
PHOTOS BY JOE KALEITA I CFF
water pipes, what were the smoke
Rolling papers were among the items not
shops doing wrong?" he added.
seized in recent raids by the sheriff's office.
"They could say that a Coke
can in your car is drug paraphernalia if they wanted to,'' he said.
pipes.
Many shop owners point out
"The laws have not changed·
that authorities confiscated the and there are no new provisions,
most expensive items in their our intent is to enforce the la'Y;"
stores and left inexpensive items said Carter.
such as rolling papers behind.
Tercsak said he would not
Said Tercsak: "Seminole change any of his policies in light
County is trying fo run them of the raids.
[smoke shops] out of business."
"I'm doing the same policies ·
In ·order to continue operat- that I've done the past seven
ing and avoid future raids, years," he said.
Seminole county smoke shops can
Tercsak said he is has surno· longer sell bongs or crack vived raids by the Orange County

Sheriff's Department in the past.
''.A year or two after I opened,
they conducted raids," Tercsak
said. ''.As long as you're running a
proper business, they'll leave you
.alone."
"I don't just sell pipes," he
said. "I offer a lot more than
pipes. -Mine is definitely more
upscale."
Doug Watts, a former UCF
student who graduated in May,
said he visited Purple Ringer ·
shortly after the raids had taken
place.
"I hadn't heard anything
about it . . . I was going to get a
new piece, then I saw it [the store]
was empty."
"It was an eerie feeling walking in there, with _all the shelves
empty," said Watts.
''All he [the owner] said was
10 cops came in and took everything," he said.
"If the stores were· doing
something they weren't supposed
to be doing, I guess they [the
police] had a right to raid them,"
he said.
·
A regular patron of Purple
Ringer, junior Greg Roberts wonders if police will target customers next.
"I frequently used to shop at
the Purple Ringer. I bought a giass ·
water pipe from there, as well as
rolling papers, giass screens, pipe
cleaners and 4:20 cleaner (clean- ·
ing solution for pipes)," he said.
"They're trying to say that
just because a store has ·a Bob
Marley poster that they know
what's going on?"
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In .campus housing, some have it better
ALEXIS GRA~AM
STAFF WRITER
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Cramped quarters, communal bathrooms, strange
roommates ~ It's dorm life at
its best and education major
Diana Beu says she wouldn't
have had it any other way.
"I think it was the perfect
way to start college," said
Beu. "Every freshman should
live in dorms-it promotes
community bonding."
Sophomore Kate Thomas
agrees that dorm life is a positive learning experience for
most students.
"Four people sharing a
bathroom was not really
much of a problem~ " she said .
The demand for on-campus housing grows with the·
increasing student population. In the last two years,
UCF has constructed two
new residence halls on campus that include apartment
style rooms and pp.rchased a
former private student-housing complex that is now UCF
affiliated .
Both Academic Village
and Knights Krossings are a
step up- f;rom the traditional ·
housing 'that UCF used to .
offer students, include private bedrooms, courtyard
fountains and brightly painted walls.
Crystal Pope, who used
PLEASE SEE New ON

8

The Academic Villages offer students the choice of apartment-style living or dormitory~style living arrangements.
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Freshman Carson Law gets settled into her new dorm at Aca.demic Vfllage.
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'--- kick-butt,
sweat pouring,
bag slamming
•
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.The Power KickBox Center·

10018 University Blvd.
(Corner of Dean Road & Universi1y Blvd • Behind Discount Auto Parts)

407-677-KBOX (5269):
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New amenities include fountains, private bathrooms
Student livlng in
the new
Academic
Villages have
slightly more .
amenities than
those in the
normal
dormitories.
Some of the ·
extras include
easy access to
the university's
new Recreation
and Wellness
Center, private
bathrooms, as
well as a
fountain and
· courtyard.

I .1 e Knights Krossin·g because ·
of the privacy- I have my own
bathroom and washer and ·
dryer within the apartment••• .
-BRANDY BAIRD
Knights Krossing ~esiqe~f :
~>~~~ ]l ;:.~ ~~
'

'"~··~.::

.,P

(#'.'!

conveniences that students
can only receive living on campus and the better accommoto live in Orange Hall, enjoys dations that students find off
living in the Academic Village campus .
Because there are _so.
..much _n:wre.
.
"You hE!-ve your own room many rooms allotted for
and it's conveniently near the incoming .freshman, there are
new gym," she said.
only a small amount of beds
The Academic Village is allowed for upperclassmen..
more landsca,ped and colorful Knights Krossing offers them
than the other complexes and the next step up, said Jeff
has numerous fountains with~ Novak, assistant director for
in, she said.
Residence Life.
"It's a better atmos"We offer apartment facilphere," she said.
ities in a living and learning
The
new
Academic environment. This is a lease
Village, which consists of two agreement vs. housing conseparate communities, offers tract but we have the same
students the option of dorm- services, resident assistants
style rooms, where two stu- and a graduate assistant in'
dents are assigned to one every community."
room and four share a bathWhile some of the accomroom, or apartment-style modations and conveniences
dorms with individual bed- differ in traditional residence
rooms and two students halls versus Knight Krossing
assigned to one bathroom.
and Academic Village, the cost
Brandy Baird, a Knights is equal.
Krossing resident says she
A 12-month lease at
prefers living in .a place where Knight Krossing will cost a
sh.e has more amenities.
student from $4 75 up io $545 a
"I like Knights Krossing month.
.
because of the privacy - I
As the number of rooms
have my own room and own decreases., the amount per
bathroom and washer-dryer month increa'ses.
within the apartment and
Housing costs start at
Ethernet ·and cable [televi- around $1, 750 per semester
sion]," she said.
for -the older residence halls
The complex, which has and · ranges up to $2,225 for
resident- assistants living on the new Academic Village with
site, as well as a free shuttle students paying from $440 to
service transports UCF stu- · $625 a month to live on camdents to campus, combines the pus.
FROM PAGE
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National Briefs -· Louisiana reported 24
additional cases Friday,
bringing its total to 171;
··Unhappy about the slow Mississippi reported 27, for a
pace of contract negotia- total of 91 cases.
oftions;
University
The West Nile toll reportCalifornia lecturers and cler- ed Friday; which includes 16
ical workers ·announced deaths, . incorporates .the six
Wednesday they will strike at probable cases and two
the Berkeley campus next deaths disclosed Thursday
week.
·
by the Georgia Division of Lecturers who have Public Health. worked without a contract
, The sharp i;ise in the
for ~ore than two years have number of cases suggests the
scheduled a one-day walkout disease ~ay have reached its
Wednesday, while clerical pe_a k period of spread, said
workers who have been bar- the CDC.
gaining with UC officials for .
"Specimens tend to be
a year /will stage a thrne-day grouped and tested in ·batchstrike .starting Monday
es or clusters, so results
UC Berkeley officials say become available at the same
that the impact of the lectur- time" -said Dr. James
ers' strike will be fairly mini- Hughes, director of the
mal and stress that any CDC's National Center for
classes canceled because of Infectious Diseases.
the strike will have to be
rescheduled
Bush tours wildfire site,
The three-day work
stoppage of the campus's wants fewer limits-on
.2,30CT clerks·· -- wliO baildle cutting
everything from registering
Seeking common cause
students for classes to finan- with Victims of massive wildcial aid - could possibly fires, President Bush said
wreak havoc on the campus Thursday
that
log.ging
. just as the semester begins.
restrictions should be eased
because dense forests have
· Florida International law
served as kindling for
Oregon's
catastrophic
school opens doors for
blazes. .
minorities-literally
The suggestion did not
Florida · International - soothe environmentalists,
University will achieves a who accused the Bush
new milestone next week administration of using the
when classes start at the summer spate of western
only public law school south fires to open national forests
of Orlando.
,
to corporate_ logging interFIU officials, politicians ests.
and pommuhity leaders bat"Thursday's visit COID€S
tled for 14 years with state in the broader context of
officials to establish the pro- efforts by the Bush adminisgram. The program is geared tration to take advantage of
toward serving the region's the terrible tragedy of forest
growing minority population. fires to rollback environmenSupporters say FIU's tal laws at the behest of corCollege of Law should be porate special interests," the
ideal for working profession- National
Environmental
als who have never had an Trust said in a written stateinexpensive option in the ment.
area. There are three law
Bush wants to make it
schools in Miami-Dade and easier for timber oompanies
·Broward counties, all of to harvest wood in 190 milwhich are private.
lion acres that are most susFIU's part-time law pro- ceptible to quickly spreading
gram costs $4,161 per year. fire. The plan would have to
The full-time program: be approved by Congress and
$6,143.
has already drawn opposiIn the school's first tion from Democrats.
class, more than half the stuDuring a speech that
dents, 67 full-timers and 48 also touched on fighting the
part-timers, are minorities. war on terrorism and corpoAbout 44 percent · are rate corruption, Bush - said:
Hispanics, 8 percent blacks "We need to understand, if
and 5 percent Asians and you let kindling build up, and
other minorities.
there's a lighting strike,
you're going to get yourself a
West Nile cases up
.
big fire."
In addition to empathy
25 percent in one day
· Cases of West Nile virus and policy, Bush's visit to
i.Ilfection in humans jumped Or~gon also included more
25 percent in 24 hours Aug. old-fashioned politicking: .a .
23,-with the official tally kept fund-raiser for· the re-elecby the U.S. Centers for tion campaign of Sen.
Control
and Gordon Smith, R-Ore. He'll
Disease
Prevention rising from 296 make ' a similar trip to
California on Friday
cases to 371.
Newly reported cases in
11 states accounted for the
~COMPILED FROM STAFF
surge, but most came from
AND WIRE REPORTS
Louisiana and Mississippi.

UC Berkeley lecturers,
clerical workers to strike
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A story rn ~he. Aug. ll,issu~ of Th~ F~rure. "Best things in life
aren't free, but students don tm1od paying by ~athr~n Podolsky,
_
inmrrectly.stai_ed t_hat SGA p.ays the Oda_ndo Sentmel $7~1900 for a t~ree
semeYter subscription. Th~ $75,000 actually funds the tota~ Readers~1p
Program whkh pays for·-the purchase of the Orlando Se~tmels as well as
_·two other newspapers. The El Sentinel is included free with the regular
Orlando Sentinels. The future regrets the error.
.
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Home is
·where your

FRIENDS are..
Individual leases
· Free_
washerI dryer
Free internet access

,. .

Covered basketball pavillion
Free Cable with

HBO, MTV & ESPN

Lagoon style pool plaza with
Jacuzzi -Fully furnished apartment
homes
Fitness center with free weights

Amenities subject lo change.

-The -Orlar1do Clinical Research Center Is Conducting
An Important Clinical Research Study Of An
lnvestigational Vacc·ine Being Developed To
.Immunize Against HIV.
To participate in·this study the following must apply:
o Ages 18 to 50
o Meet Study Requirements
o Willing to make 18 outpatient visits
Compensation 'up to $850.00 for parti_
cipation.

Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4401 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
www.ocrc.net
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Fraternity Rush
2002

ontrary to popular belief, fraternities were not founded as
drinking clubs by a bunch of
hooligans. They were not
founded so that a group of senior college
students make freshmen clean their bathrooms with a toothbrush. These are
myths. Fraternities were founded in the
late 1700's and early 1800'.s as literary and ·
intellectual societies at some of the
nation's most prestigious universities.
Members joined these Greek-lettered fraternities so that they could add to fheir
academic experience. Through moral and
value-based rituals, members became
brothers. Fraternity brothers lived by
principles, gentlemanly conduct and dedi- _
cation to their schools.
So what about all of the myths you've
heard? You've seen Animal House, right?
You've seen Revenge of the Nerds. If ·
you've watched these movies, your first
impression of fraternities is that of alcoholics in togas. In these movies, fraternity
·members compete in Homecoming contests by cl:mgging beers and racing tricycles, or participating in belching contests.
Fraternity brothers are crude and vulgar. ,
They have no direction. They argue with
campus administrators. ·
The "best fraternity" on campus is
made up of a bunch of jocks that paddle
·their pledges and make them ask for more.
Sorority women are depicted· as promiscuous and only date the jocks. The

women walk around ·their house naked
and toy with the poor "nerd" fraternity.
And all. the while, everyone drinks.
Everyone fights. Everyone wears a pledge
pin or eats a marijuana brownie . on the
stairs of the frat house. A sober moment is
seldom experienced, as is a day in class.
These are just myths. But here's the
truth! Above all else, UCF Greeks are just
students. They're just like you. They go to
class, they belong to the Honors College,

they have majors, they look for jobs after
they graduate. Nobody, including Greeks,
wants to full out of school. So, in addition to
attending classes and studying, Greeks. have
scholarship programs for their individual
chapters that help them excel in school and
help them to find post-graduate opportuni·
ties.
A UCF Greek receives many athletic
opportunities with UCF intramural sports.
Though any student can participate in these

UNllY

sports, Greek orgariizati,ons have established
teams for nearly every sport. In addition,
most Greek organizations have several
teams for some of the more popular sports,
which gives everyone a chance to play, even
those athletes that might be past their
prime. So when you join a Greek organization, all you have to do is sign up for the fraternity'.s football, basketball or baseball team
and you avoid the hassle of f mding other
players to field a team.
A fraternity member is a gentleman, a
man respectful of others, a man stri~g to
attain his potential. He is a student that
want:S to succeed and become involved in his
college via Student Government, Campus
Activities Board, Orientation and in business and professional organizations.
~raternity members are brothers, best .
friends. They enjoy their own friendship by
participating in brotherhood activities ranging from barbecues to beach trips to crosscountry road trips to football games. They
also enjoy the social opportunities afforded
by women's sororities on campus.
Fraternities pair up with sororities for
Homecoming festivities, as well as for Greek .
Week activities. And fraternity social events
and parties will give y ..'U the most fun you
could poss\bly wish for in your college experience.
The fraternity or sorority can help personalize your college experience by offering
hands-on experience in.leading committees,
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managing budgets, interacting
· with faculty and administrators,
exposure to potential careers
through educational programs
and discussions with alumni, the
opp9rtunity to give bac!< to the
community thrOugh service pro}
ects and close friends who will .
cheer you on through successes
and provide support when times
are tough. It is no wonder that in·
a recent UCF cycle survey, 100
percent of fraternity and sorority ·
members that were polled stated
that they were "very satisfied"
with their collegiate experjence.
Academics is one of the most
important aspects of college life.
Academics are emphasized by all
fraternity and sorority chapters
from first joining through graduation. Each fraternity and sorority
provides some form of scholastic
assistance, such as, study areas,
tutoring, awards, study sessions
.and scholarships, to challenge
members to reach their full academic potential. Fraternity and
sorority members usually maintain a higher grade point average
than non-members. While sororities and fraternities do not hold
any magical keys to scholastic
success, studies have shown that
members of Greek organizations
are more likely to obtain a degree
than non-affiliated students.
Fraternities and sororities
exemplify democracy in action.
They are families, communities
and many are legal corporations
operating annual budgets of over
$100,000. New members live and ·
learn to work within these communities. Officers within each
chapter are elected to manage the
day-to-day operations of the
organization. These officers are
assisted by members serving on
committees and by alumni who
act as advisors. In addition, many
national organizations have
regional and national leadership .
conferences when~ &udents can
learn a variety ofleadership skills,
Fraternities and sororities
provide a solid foundation in leadership training that prepares
women for the demands and
responsibilities needed for the
future.
Community service is an
important aspect of fraternity
and sorority life. It is safe to say
that no other segment of the student population has dedicated
more time and resources, or has
raised more money for charity
than the members of our Greek
community. From volunteering in
elementary schools, to giving
blood, to raising money for charities such as the American Heart
Association, or the Arnold
Palmer Children's Hospital,
UCFs fraternities and sororities
are lending a helping hand. Last
year, the Greeks at UCF .spent
over 16,000 hours performing
various community service projects.
For many students, the
Greek social life helps to make .
college a more fulftlling experience. Greek organizations provide a calendar of social activities
iricluding formals, homecoming,
skit nights, mixers, sing competitions and other special events.
Sororities and fraternities can
offer more of a family atmosphere
and go beyond ordinary friendships, which often last a lifetime.
The role of the alumni aS
advisors or national Greek officers and consultant:S is substantial. Lifetime friendships expand
·beyond individual chapters · to
include all members of the
national and international Greek
Life community. Alumni organizations help students network for
potential employment opporttinities after graduation and keep in

touch through newsletters, correspondence, meetings .and special
alumni events.
Recruitment is a mutual
selection procedure for joining a
fraternity and sorority. It is a time
for parents and· students to ask
questions, define financial obligations, time commitments and
membership requirements. It is
called "Recruitment'! because it is
filled with activities designed to
offer prospective members the
chance to experience all chapters
in a concentrated time period.
Registering for ·Recruitment does
nQt obijgate you to pledge .any
organization. Whether or not you
decide to join a fraternity or sorority, Recruitment is a great way to
meet people and get acquainted

with life at the university.
$300 for fraternities and $400 for .cheerleader, Homecoming King
Arrangements vary greatly, sororities per semester. Living in and Qu~en, an engineer, . a prefrom fraternity chapters living in one of the houses in Greek Park in med major, Miss Florida, a resiapartment style "quadraplexes", most cases is LESS EXPENSNE dent assistant, a pilot, an
to fraternity and soronly houses in than living in the residence halls!
actress/actor in UCF theatrical
Greek Park on campus which are
While certain values, rules productions, a varsity athlete, coowned and operated by the chap- and procedures are very much a host of a Nickelodeon TV show, a
ter's alumni corporations. Living part of Greek Life (as in any organ- student senator, a member of the
arrangements differ from chapter -ization), fraternity and sorority President's Leadership Council, a
to chapter according to the num- members respect the individual member of the Campus Activities
ber of residents and the facility. talents, interests and accomplish- · Board, Student Body President, a .
Some ·chapters with houses in ments of their members. Thats film major, an Orientation Team
Greek Park have meai plans and why a "Greek" is many different member, a professional water
cooks while others employ cater- things. Greeks are students from . ·skier, Miss UCF, a business major,
ers to serve periodic meals. Rent different cultural, religious and a Young Republican, a Young
in a fraternity or sorority house is socioeconomic backgrounds. At Democrat, -an education major, a
around $1,250 a semester as UCF, a sorority or fraternity mem- waitress, a peer counselor, an
opposed to the residence halls cost ber is: a USA Today All American ROTC cadet, a member of the
of $1,320 or $1,535 per person for ·Scholar, a member of a rock band, marching band, a friend. . .and
L<Uce Claire. Dues vary from chap- a Rhodes Scholar finalist, a. com- most of all ... a UCF Greek is
ter to·chapter, but ave~e around puter wizard, a graphic artist, a YOU!

Opin\2!!~
OUR STANCE:

Greeks don't deserve funds

·T

he Student Government' Association
recently designated more than $32,000 to
UCF's Greek Council for the first time,
using student activity and service fees.
SGA'.s decision to fund Greek Council, a council
that represents UCF's nine sorority chapters and
17 fraternity chapters, was excessive and unjustified.
The student activity and service fees, which
are used in part to fund public student organizations, campus events and student services, is a
$8.09 per-credit-hour fee that students pay as a
portion of their tuition. A full-time student who
takes 12 credits will pay about $90 a semester.
The service fee is necessary in order to fund
recreational events and organizations at UCF,
but it should only benefit those organizations and
events that are open to all students.
While a student may decide never to join a
singie organization, attend any campus events or
use. any student services, these organizations,
events and services are still considered public
because they guarantee access to any student
who wants to take advantage of them.
By definition, fraternities and sororities cannot be classified as public organizations for several reasons. Even though their recruitment
process is open to all, they do not guarantee
membership in their organizations as other student clubs do.
It is also not feasible for all students to join a
sorority or fraternity because of expensive membership fees and dues that members are obligat-

ed to pay to retain their membership. Greek
functions, meetings and events only invite members of fraternities and sororities to participate.
Of the 90 student organizations that requested funds, no singie group received as much
money as the Greek Council. Likewise some
groups weren't given any financial backing and
many received as little as $40 even though SGA'.s
budget for student organizations tripled this year
from $72,000 to over $200,000.
Groups such as the Honors Congress and
the Hospitality Association received nothing even
though they requested funds for charitable
events. Rowdy Knights, a spirit club that attends
UCF sporting events, did not receive funds from
SGAeither.
SGA also refused to grant the Student
Council for Exceptional Education at the
Daytona campus $300 to purchase books for disabled children in low-income schools. Yet, SGA
justified giving$1000 to the Greek Council to
fund a Trick or Treat on Greek Street event.
While it may not be practical for SGA to
throw money at every organization simply
because they ask for it, SGA should make every
effort to fund as many public student groups as
possible and divide the portions more evenly
among those groups.
By awarding such a large sum to a singie
exclusive club, SGA is practicing favoritism.
The chart below shows the dollars awarded by SG4.
Alf dollar amounts mme from the SG4 web site. wwwsgauif.edu.

Club

Re uested Received

Club

Re uested

Received

ACE! (Brevard)
African American Student Union
Air Force ROTC Detachment
Alpha Phi Sigma-Phi Theta Omega Chapter
Amateur Radio Gub
American Institute of Aeronautics &Astronautics
American Marketing Association
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ARMY ROTC
Arnold Air Society
Arts Alliance
Asian Student Association
AsSQ(iated Builders and Contracts
Association .for Computing Machinery
Association for Educational Com'm. &Tech.
AsS{)(iatfon of Women in (ommuni(:ation
Astronomy Society
Baseball Club
Beta Alpha Psi
Bhakti Y.oga Club
Billiards Oub
Black fomale Development Grde
Bowling Club
BSW Student As50Cia(ion (Social Wortq
Butokukan-Tae Kwon Do
campus Crusade for Quist
Caribbean Student Association
Chinese Student and Sdlolar Association
Oub Kreyol
College Vemocrats
Collegiate Music Educators
Collegiate Percussive Arts Society
College Republicans
CREOl Association of Optks Students
Crew Oub
Cypress Christian Life
Cypress Dome Society
Delta Sigma Pi
Doctoral Organization of Ginical Students in PSY
Elements
Environmental Society
Eta Kappa Nu
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
feminist Majority leadership Alliance
Filipino Student Association
Florida Engineering Society
Flute Oub
Forensic 5dence Association
Game Developers' Club
Gay, l.!!5bian. Bisexual Student Union (GlBSU)
Gerontological Society of America
Golden Key National Honor Socieiy
Gospel and Cultural Choir
Greek Council
Hispanic American Student Association (HAY\)

$5.036.00 $4,436.00
$47300.00 $5,200.00
$8.380.00 $5,450.00
$721.56
$988.40
$12.300.00 $5.050.00
$3.500.00 $2.750.00
$1,325.00
$1,88915
$14.045.00 $5.000.00
$3,900.00
$7100.00
$11.665.00 $6.565.00
$3.400.00 $0.00
$5,000.00 $2.000.00
$4.098.00
$9.766.00
$425.00
$4.375.00
$40.00
$3,240.00
$4.750.00 $250.00
$225.00
$575.00
$950.00
$1.500.00
$3,20000 $3180.00
$2,000.00 $0.00
$5,900.00 $550.00
$3,690.00 $750.00
$20.400.00 $2,200.00
$42,940.00 $0.00
$350.00
$850.00
$1.720.00
$5,270.00
$11,050.00 $4.{JOO.OO
$21,475.00 $1,400.00
$4,700.00 $2,150.00
$5:600.00 $4.000.00
$1.385.00 . $0.00
$750.00
$1.350.00
$3,000.00 $500.00
$5,250.00 $0.00
$5500.00 $6150.00
$39.843.00 $10,000.00.
$79220
$1,908.45
$9.500.00 $4.000.00
$8.650.00 $1,200.00
$14,055.00 $0.00
$15.242.46 $500.00
$3.50000
$7.955.00
$500.00
$750.00
$4,850.00 $1,350.00
$6.400.00 $1.065.00
$6,000.00 $500.00
$2,900.00 $500.00
$4,800.00 $0.00
$400.00
$1.453.74
$0.00
$1,888.95
$13500.00 $8.000.00
$0.00
$2,572.00
$4,7.00.00 $700.00
$8.400.00 $2,400.00
$49,795.00 $32335.00
$54,835.00 $2,000.00

Honors Congress
Hospitality Association
Jee Hockey Club
Institute of Industrial Engineers
International Student Association (ISA)
Jewish Student Union/Hillel
John T. Washington Honor Society
lambda Alpha Epsilon
La Society Fancophone
Management Information Systems Association
Men's lacrosse Club
Men's Water Polo
Muslim Student Association
National Society of Blac:k Engineers
Omicron Delta Kappa
Organization for Future Public Administrators
Orthodox Christian Fellowship
Olltlanders
Phi Alpha Delta (Pre Law Fraternity)
Photography Association
Physical Education Majors Oub
Pi Tau Sigma
Pre-Med AMSA
Pre-Professional Amer. lalino Mediral Assoc
Pre-Professional Medical Society
Radio &TV News Dire<tor's Assoc. (RTN£W
Radiologic Sciences Student Organization
Rebuilding On a ilinservative Koroerstone (ROCK)
Robotic Combat Club
Rowdy Knights
Rugby Gub
Sangam - Indian Student Association
Sigma Tau Delta
Society of Automotive Engineers
Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers
Society of Women [ngineers
SPIE
Stud. Athletic Trainer's Organization (SATO)
Stud Chptr of Human Factors & Ergonomics Society
Student Council for Exceptional Children
Student Council for Exceptional Children (Brvd)
Student Council for Exceptional Education (Dytna)
Students for Exploration and Development of Space
Student Nurses Association
Student Nurses Association (Brvd)
Student Society of Industrial/Organ'! Psychology
SWAT
Trial Team
United Nations Association (UNA-UC8
VolleybaH Club
Women's Lacrosse Oub
Women's P~ Band
Women's Rugby Club
Women's Water Polo Club
Wrestling Club

$6,895.00
$4375.00
$32.982.00
$5.600.00
$19.076.00
$7.995.00
$4.464.00
$2,000.00
$2,080.00
$20.050.00
$8,077.00
$145.00
$32.600.00
$7.900.00
$5.935.00
$4,700.00
$54,950.00
$6,289.91
$820.00
$2.000.00
$1,000.00
$80.00
$5.920.00
$1,625.00
$6.247.50
$2.000.00
$3.379.00
$10,807.00
$8.250.00
$8.383.00
$8,430.00
$33,250.00
$3,500.00

$0.00
$0.00
$10.528.50
$150.00
$5.000.00
$2.070.00
$894.00
$6.i2.60
$780.00
$1,350.00
$3,250.00
$145.00
$5,070.00
$1,250.00
$575.00
$1,200.00
$1.000.00
$885.00
$210.00
$1,500.00
$0.00
$80.00
$0.00
$500.00
$900.00
$1.000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$5,500.00
$0.00
$5BO.OO
$4150.00
$750.00
$5,000.00
$1.070.00
$1,125.00
$0.00
$500.00
$1,000.00
$500.00
$3.030.00
$0.00
$0.00
$550.00
$650.00
$350.00
$5.500,00
$3150.00
$0.00
$0.00
$1.120.00
$200.00
$3,880.00
$486.50
$12.165.00

$15.056.02
$7262.50
$11.125.00
$1.000.00
$1,300.00
$1t733.00
$750.00
$22.748.00
$300.00
$36,800.00
$7,25731
$2170.00
$1.579.00
$12300.00
$5121..00
$10.003.51
$4,025.00
$1.900.00
$4,500.00
$6180.IXJ
$48650
$17.700.00

"The test of a first-rate intelligence if the ability-to hol two opposed ideas in the mind at the
same time, and still retain the ability to function."
-F. SCOTT FITZGERALD

Transportation fees reduce decal
prices, not parking problems
This fall, all UCF students are paying a percredit-hour transportation access fee. The fee is
really a beg11iling euphemism for a $3.90 percredit-hour parking fee,
since 90 percent of the
collected funds will go
toward reducing parking
decal prices by $51.00.
The remainder will fund
a shuttle service to university-affiliated housing.
Reducing
decal
prices might sound good
at first, until one realizes
that full-time students
will actually be paying
$7.50 more per semester
with the new fee than
they would have paid
with the old decal prices.
One must also realize that many students
will not benefit from a
per-credit-hour parking
fee like most international students who do not
drive to campus, handicapped students who
c~nnot drive to campus,

economically disadvantaged students who cannot afford a vehicle and
students who for whatever reason choose to forgo
the luxury of driving
their personal vehicle to
class.
The UCF administration insists that the fee
will help to solve our
notorious parking problem. Yet, consider the
following scenario: two
roommates are returning
to UCF this fall. They
each have their own car,
but in the past they have
chosen to carpool to UCF
to avoid buying two
decals.
· This year, with parking decal prices cut by
almost half, they both
buy a decal and enjoy the
convenience of driving
separately
to
their
respective classes. Yes;
UCF has sold an additional decal to fund
fllture parking garages,
but there is also an additional car filling an addi-
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· As long as there are students, there will always be a party
RENEE BEAUDETTE
STAFF WRITER

•

•

•

When the wonderful people at the Princeton Review
publish their annual list of
the top 10 party schools, students always hope their universities will mak~ the final
cut.
When schools like the
University
of
Florida,
Louisiana State and Clemson
make the top 10, their proud
students · roll . out the kegs,
guzzle some tequila shots
and · re-affirm the fact that
they are the biggest partiers
in the entire nation.
When some fuddy-duddy
conservative groups suggest
that that Princeton Review
should eliminate the coveted
list that means more to these
students than their high
school diplomas, they drink
more beer, shoot more tequila and call these · groups
fuddy-duddies who never
enjoyed a single day of their
college career.
Those students who's
schools never make the list,
secretly en-yy the students
who do get to go to the universities that carry the glamorous party school title.
These students immediately begin planning their

•

•

New fee will
discourage
alternate
transportation
FROM PAGE

•

•

12

. tional parking space.
By t!lmpering with the
free market forces that
would normaL.y govern how
many students park on campus, the new fee will only discourage alternative modes of
transportation while promoting UCF's "car culture."
I would not mind paying
a small, additional fee per
credit hour to fund transportation services, suQh as a
shuttle that theoretically any
student could use, but I see
no reason why my fees
should be used to r~duce
other students' decal prices.
Such fees are unreasonable,
µnethical and unfair · to
already disadvantaged students .
-TYLER FISHER

•
•

.

Speak your .mind

Does something on campus
really tick you off?
.
.

let us know·
about it!
editor@IJClfuture.com

Princeton Review reflects nation's college ·culture
transfers to the party schools
dying to get a piece of the
action. All the while, the
American Medical Association .
is grumbling, nodding and
shaking their heads at
Princeton Review claiming
th_e ir party lists are convincing
students to adopt a very
skewed opinion of what college
life is or should be like. ·
But, since when do college
students have to be encouraged or convinced to drink and
party? For most college students, the decision to do so
comes very naturally.
These lists don't promote
drinking, but they do reflect
what most students are actually doing and have been doing
for decades. Since when has
getting a little tipsy become
such an awful thing?
Barring violence, drinking
and driving and sexual assault
and vandalism, drinking is part
of the college cultu_re, as nor-

mal as dormitories, food plans
and outrageous book prices.
Publishing a list of the top
party schools is actually beneficial for· students because it
can help a student gauge what

sort of atmosphere they can
expect to find at a particular
school.
If a student decides that
college is a place for studies
and wants to earn a real edu-

'-If ·a student decides that
(ollege is a place for
studies and wants to earn
a real education, then
perhaps Toga Party
· University is_n't the right
college for them...

cation, then perhaps Toga
Party University isn't the right
college .for them and they won't
want to send their applications
to Clemson but rather to St.
Holy College instead.
The most important thing
to remember about college is
that it's always an adjustment
for freshmen-college life is
different and that's a · basic
fact.
Reading a list like the
Princeton Review will help an
incoming freshman become
mentally adjust to the notion of
college life beforehand. When
people are prepared mentally,
they have a better chance of
succeeding, and isn't that the ·
whole idea of college?
Discontinuing the party
school list is not going to dis- courage drinking. Publishing
the list will not encourage it.
Students decide how they
behave, and as long as students have finals and term
papers, they will continue ·to
drink.
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Help the hOmeless,· don't harass them
ners because I
would rather aid
them Jn finding
gainful
employment..
Hood, however,
would rather throw
money into the purchase of wa1kietalkies,
safety
Hood
ambassador uniforms and possibly
paying civilians to
patrols the homeless for ordinance violations.
If funding was unavailable,
volunteers were going to try to
be recruited.
I don't know many people
though, who would volunteer
their spare time to patrol the
streets, dressed in uniform,
reporting the homeless to the
authorities. Those citizens who
are motivated to volunteer usu-

and medical attention. Comfort program-which would
and se9urity would indeed get enlist civilians to patrol
them off, and keep them off the the downtown area and
streets. If only that was what . report anyone breaking
Mayor Glenda Hood proposed the city's newest ordi·
late last week.
nances-is a voluntary
But H:ood wasn't proposing position or one that
a new shelter or extended fund- Hood will find extensive
funding for.
ing for homeless programs.
But what is clear is
She isn't very concerned
ADAM SHIVER
these days about what happens the fact that Hood
STAFF WRITER
to ,the homeless as long as they believes it is more n~cget off the streets and stop essary to enforce the
If Orlando's homeless popu- tainting downtown Orlando's city's new homeless ordinance
lation discourages tourists and streets.
than to fund homeless shelters
.
economic growth, then the best
Hood hopes that by extri- and food drives.
solution would be to get them cating the city's homeless from
While I agree that the
off the streets.
the downtown area, she can homeless population shouldn't
Sounds· like a reasonable · transform Orlando into what be sleeping on the sidewalks or
solution and very advantageous she calls "The City Beautiful." park benches, it is because I
for the homeless population She was contemplating the would rather see them sleeping
who would no longer have to implementation Of a safety under the comfort and security
sleep on park benches and side- ambassadors' program to help of a shelter.
walks. A nice shelter that offers get the job done.
I, too, do not like to see the
homeless individuals free food
It is unclear whether the homeless begging on street cor-

INSIPID THOU6HTS

ally volunteer to help the homeless, not harass them.
If Hood really wants homeless people off the streets, she
would move toward increasing
aid to the homeless. She would
build safer shelters, teach
needy individuals job skills,
offer the destitute job placement and aid them in obtaining
low-income housing.
A beautiful city is , a nice
thought, but it should not be
done at the expense of these
human beings.
Thankfully Hood came to
her senses, somewhat, on
Saturday. While she still feels
the homeless dirty up her "City
Beautiful," she offers no suggestions for helping those down
on their luck.
Columnist Adam Shiver can be
reached at adam@ucffuture.com

Freshmen become like the rest of us, sooner or later
HORSE WITH NO NAME

JOEY MYERS
STAFF WRITER

One week down, and only
15 to go! That's right people,
I'm already counting down.
Why? One simple reason ...
I had taken the summer off,
and for soJTie reason, I had for. gotten what I like the least
about UCF. Scratch that, what I
hate about UCF.
Parking. Parking and driving really. I had forgotten how
crabby I used to get after

spending 30 minutes in a
garage) and finally having to
stalk someone to snag their
spot.
Now, we have insane construction on Alafaya, and
wouldn't you know it, I have to
drive north to get home now.
Not to worry though, the traffic
to widen Alafaya in the Oviedo
direction should only take
about a year and a half-just in

time for my graduation.
This doesn't account for
the insanity that is UCF traffic.
For some reason, it took me
approximately 40 minutes to
drive from the second tier of
the south paring.garage to the
campus
exit
south
of
University.
How is this possible? I have
thought long and hard about
this. It wasn't like this in May.

Nope. I would remember that.
So, what caused such a thing?
It's quite simple really. It must
have been caused by the freshmen on campus.
None of them can find anything on campus. I was stopped
nine times on my way to class
last Monday. Ten thousand
kids, all wandering . around
PLEAsE SEE Freshmen oN 15

Local and Long Distance Telephone Service Provider

o ur t eam

IARN UP 10·
814.00 Hourlyl
fa/I Time Ii Part Time · Paid Trainin11
Part -Time Hours:
Nights li·ID PM • Mid Bllift 12·B:3DPM • . Night 3·11:DDPM

ND EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
full Time Benefits: ·
Holidays, Personal Bays
·company Matclling 4D1K
Business casual attire · Paid Vacation

·Right around the
corner from UCF

Job line ~ 407·313·1391
12001 Science Dr. • Orlando, fl 32828
EOE/DFWP
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Freshmen causing _traffic jams, parking problems
a sports bra, hair pulled up,
'with sleep crust still in the corners of their eyes.
The boys will learn that
you really can start drinking
before the hangover has worn
off. In fact, the seven-day hangover will be common knowledge
to each and every one of them . .
Pretty soon, they become
just like all of us. Sleep-deprivation will become second
nature, except on the weekends. The bitterness will start,
although not until next term,
when they too cannot get into a
single class they want.
They will watch the campus build silly and frivolous
things , all the while not adding
mo e professors or classrooms.
The will tread all over the
Pegasus- even though 100 0Team members warned them
not to.
But above all, I do hope,
they learn how to drive!

FROM PAGE 14

aimlessly, clueless. It's pretty
annoying, if you ask me.
I guess it isn't their fault. It
wouldn't hurt the University to
make a map that is easy to
read. Who knows what a CHB
or PC2 _stands for anyway?
Now, don't get me wrong,
I'm no hater. I love freshman
just as much as the rest of us
do~ It's fun to screw around
with them, sending them on
goose chases and what not.
They come here with such
wonderment, such excitement.
They are all a little insecure, a
little nervous.
, Usually, they spend a good ·
five to-eight w.e eks in this state.
Then, somehow, the university
squashes their spirit, squeezes
the life out of them and slowly
but surely they become just like
the rest of us.
Soon, the freshman girls
will no longer care to make
themselves up. They will. roll
into class in pajama pants and Familiar sight? Freshmen don't help the campus traffic situation.

Columnist Joey Myers can be
reached at jmyers@ucffuture.com
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UCF .Students

GOT
SOMETHING
TO SELL?

UCF Washington Center
(On Campus next to the Bookstore)
, Mon-Fri 8am-6pm

(.107-282-5850

~

CD

~UNLIMITED

CID

Nights & Weekends

Nights & Weekends

...
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Roaming on AT&T Network
(1 year agreement)
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(2 year agreement) -
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• ~
•

•
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over to any other month. Roaming, additional minute charges, other restrictions, charges, surcharges and truces apply. Subject to General Terms and Conditions and calling plan brochure. May not be available
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Digital Advantage $39.99 or above calling plans with signed one or two-year agreement. Night & Weekend Promotions: 3000 Nights & Weekends with one-year agreement; Unlimited Nights & Weekends with
two-year agreement. Activation fee: Start of service fee: $36 one-year agreement; $26 Start of service fee credit only available with signed two-year service agreement. You will be charged $36 activation fee if
signed two-year contract not received within 60 days 'of activations. $50 Mail-In Rebate: One rebate per purchase of a new Nokia 5165 or 3360 digital multi-network phone. Expires 10/19/02
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Flinn and Prater look to
fill Javier Beorlegui 's
shoes

CHRIS BERNHARDT

..
W

STAFF WRITER

hile UCF practices its offensive and defensive sets on.the
practice field, the players
endure .heat, humidity and
plenty ·of verbal abuse from their
coaches. As practice comes to a
clo.se, a few guys that have spent
most of the time off on another field
by themselves often determine
whether or not the entire team
runs.
In an effort to get their kickers
ready for game situations, UCF has
made them make a field goal from a
certain distance or a punt under a ·
certain time and in a certain spot

True freshman Matt
Prater beat out
redshirt freshman
Ryan Feely for the
place-kicker job.

to keep the team from running.
"With these little situations
here, t~ kick to run, you don't wiyit
to let your teammates down but~t
the same time that makes you do
your best in the pressure situations," said punter Ryan Flinn.
·
Such is the life of a kicker, having to wait until the moments that
PLEASE SEE Returners ON 18
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Losses outnumber returnees on defense
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

As· defensive end Elton Patterson
and cornerback Asante Sai:quel line up
at practice excuse them if they have
trouble recognizing some of their defensive teammates. Unlike their game jerseys, the Golden
Knight's practice
jerseys do not
include last names
on
the · back.
Perhaps nametags
might help in the
huddle.
Both seniors,
Patterson
and
Samuel represent
the only two returning starters on a
defense that ranked
16th in country last season.
Gone are Tito ·Rodriguez,
· Fisher and Josh McKibben.
JOE I<Ai.EITA I CFF
And Ricot Joseph, Willie Davis and
·Junior college standout ~had Mascoe takes over at middle linebacker as part of a revamped linebacker corps.
Elliot Shorter.
And Albert Snyder, Jake McKibben
and Boma Ekiyor.
and we've got some new guys that did a D'Ottavio has and will continue to serve
Even the coordinator, Gene ·chizik, good job in the spring and are learning." as linebackers coach, a position he's
has m.oved on.
So the big question is, can UCF held since 1999. He has some experi"It's the natural process .of college replace so many veteran players and ence as a defensive coordinator at his
football, ·guys graduate. When they still maintain its place as one of the bet- alma matter Millersville and at Indiana
leave you kind .of start over," said new ter defenses in the country?
University of Pennsylvania. But it's his
coordinator Bill D'Ottavio. "We've got
The good news is that most .of the experience at. UCF has- made for a
' some guys with a little bit of experience r~placements · come from within. smooth transition from Chizik.

"Everything's the same, the system
is the same. We just went straight flow
with Coach D'Ottavio," said Patterson.
"I'm glad that we got him so we didn~ t
have to change that much."
Over the past several years the
defense has been particularly strong •
against the passing game. Last season
they ranked 15th in nation in passing
defense and saw cornerback Travis
Fisher get drafted by the St. Louis Rams
in the second round.
But only Samuel returns to the
starting secondary and three sophomores will likely join him. Atari Bigby
and Peter Sands, the new starting
safeties, are impressive and saw plenty
of game action last season. Bigby in particular looks destined for stardom after
a true freshman year that included 38
tackles and an interception.
"We don't have the seniors that we
had last year, but we're a closer team
this year. With a closer team that's more
· unity. More unity, more discipline. More
discipline more won games," said Bigby.
The pass rush should also be gaoq,
as Patterson is one of the top defens1ve·
ends in the country. He had nine sacks
last season, tied for 20th in the nation.
At the other end spot, Rashad Jeanty
will look to . build on a freshman year
where he made fou.r sacks. These two,
combined wjth · the talent of Samuel,
PLEASE SEE

New ON 18
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NOTES-FROM THE GOLDEN KN.IGHT ClASSIC
• The varsity offense ran 37 plays,
While the defense ran through 30
plays_.

• The UCF varsity football team lieat rehearsal for this Saturday's Penn
the scout team Saturday by a scripted State game.
score of 28-23.
• The scout team scored an
• The scrimmage was a 90-minute
unplanned touchdown on a pass
simulated:game in helmets and
from Jerry Connell to Brandon
shoulder pads and served as a dress Marshall.

-•Ryan Schneider, who-has been out
with tendinitis _in his shoulder, is
expected to begin practicing again
today. Miller will be his back up.

• Brian Miller ran the varsity offense
for .the third consecutive day.
-KRISTY SHONKA

'

Boxing • Cycling Classes_• Yoga • Extensive Group Fitness Program • Kid's K/,ub- Baby Sitting*
State-Of The-Art Equipment
· Personal Training* • Free Weight Center • And much more!
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WATERFORD LAKES TOWN CENTER
Call (4~71 380·1526
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Returners
pick up where
they left off

•
•
•

ourselves for this, see
how he performed under
pressure. Bobby Brewin
matter most. For the is probably more accupast several years, one rate then Hedge was,"
man has handled all said Huff. "I have the
those moments: Javier utmost confidence in
Beorlegui. But with him, he'll get the job
Beorlegui now graduat- done."
ed, a few relatively inex-_
The coverage units
perienced players will should be solid, com-·
handle his punting and prised mostly of younger
place kicking duties.
players still working
Flinn is far · and their way up the depth
away the most experi- chart but ones with some
enced of the group. The experience from last
senior has actually been season. In particular,
Laurence,
around for the past four Omar
years. After redshirting Rashard
Johnson,
in 1998, he backed up Alphonzo Hopkins, Dee
Beorlegui for the last - Williford,
Lemec
three seasons and saw Bernard and Marcus
Glover are among the
limited action.
He's had a total of 12 many players coaches
punts for an average of believe will make a
32.3 yards. Five of those ·major impact. .
punts were downed
And there will a~so
inside the 20-yard line, be some veterans sprin- .
but he's · kicked exclu- kled in. -Senior Mario
sively in games that have Jackson, called the
already been decided. leader of the special
Still, he's taken on an teams by Huff, as well as
important
leadership fellow seniors Chris
•
role on a team .without a Pilinko . and
Sean
true kicking coach.
Gaudion Will continue to
"He's been through make.a contribution.
the ropes. He kind of
But perhaps the
shows (the other kick- Golden Knight's biggest
ers) what to do at prac- asset on special teams is
tice, how do it, how to it's
return
game.
prepare," said special Sophomore
Luther
teams
coordinator Huggins and senior Doug
Charles Huff.
Gabriel return as t~e
The new place-kick- team's
fop
kickoff •
er isn't nearly so clear- returners. As a freshcut. Coming into fall man last year Huggip.s
practice, two freshmen averaged 23.1 yards on
have been competing for 15 returns, good for 49th •
the spot. Though coach- in the nation.
Gabriel's average
es are quick to point out
they will continue to was even better at 27.2
evaluate the position, yards, but with only six
true freshman Matt returns he didn't qualify
Prater appears to have for the nation rankings.
beaten out redshirt On punt returns the special team's captain, senfreshman Ryan Feely.
Out of Estero High ior Asante Samuel, will
School, Prater was one try to follow up a couple
of the top kicking of solid seasons. For his
prospects in Florida and career , he's -averaged 10
has been very impres- yards on 44 returns.
sive. He has a strong,
"We've got some big
accurate leg and has play guys in our return
been particularly adept guys. Doug Gabriel,
at putting kickoffs in the along
with
Luther
endzone. And having to Huggins, we feel we got
compete for a starting two of the better kickoff
spof so early has helped returners in the nation,"
show his resolve.
said Huff. "(Samuel) is a
"That just makes me guy that really has a lot
work harder. I really of . ability. We probably .
don't _get nervous under haven't used bi's ability
the pressure cause I just to tlie fullest cause we .
go out and do the same. try to. attack and block a
thing every game," he lot- of punts. But we
said.
might try to return a
Another vital mem- couple more this year."
ber. of the kicking game
But the success of
that has to be replaced is the special teams will
long-snapper
Mike still largely lie on the
t
Hedge. ·senior Bobby legs of the kickers. For a
Brewin will take his team that's has several
place. Brewin, a reserve close · calls with major
offensive lineman, has opponents, how quickly
experience
snapping they overcome their
after taking over for an inexperience could m3fe
injured Hedge late last a major impact on not
season.
just the season but the &
"We tried to prepare school's history.
FROM PAGE
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Defensive end Elton Patterson is one of two returning starters on the defense. He was tied for 20th in the nation last year with nine sacks.

New coordinator optimistic
about inexperienced group
FROM PAGE
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Bigby and Sands, should keep
the passing defense strong.
Rushing defense could be
the. weak spot. Though they
ranked 37th the nation against
the rush last year, that figure is
a bit misleadipg. They held
weaklings . such as Libe.r ty and
Louisiana-Monroe to less than
70 yards, but tougher opponents
Syracuse, Virginia Tech and
Arkansas pounded them for over
200 yards. In each of their five

losses they gave up an average
of 186 yards on the ground compared to just 82 yards in their
six wins.
.
A complete overhaul of their
interior defense doesn't figure to
help that area. Stars Rodriguez
and McK.ibben have been
replaced by junior college standouts
Chad
Mascoe
and
DeMarcus Johnson respectively.
Both are talented athletes the
coaches believe in, but they'll
still have to prove it on gamedays.
A weakened run defense

degree in Business Administration..
Jon began working at
Sports in 1998 as a basketball official and worked as an Intramural
supervisor before becoming a
Graduate Assistant. While Jon is
excited about his first professional
job, he will definitely miss Orlando
andUCF
"I loved my time at UCF and
especially working for_W Sports,"
he said. ''I'm thankful for the opportunities I had and the friendships
I've made. The Intramural program
and its success means so much to
me, and while I will miss work:illg
here, I kllow the program is being
left in good hands."
Replacing Jon this year will be
Felipe Olvera, who com~s to ·UCF
from California State University,
Sacramento. Felipe hopes to earn
his · degree in Educational
Leadership as well.
Olvera · began
playing
Intramural soccer at CSUS and
continued his Intraniural involve-

could be a definite Achilles' heef
in a Mid-American Conference

that includes six of the country's
top 50 rushing offenses. How
quickly the newcomers can
make an impact could largely
determine the ·outcome of the
season.'
, "It's going to be a week-toweek process. I feel really good
about the guys we have on this
defense and the attitude that
they have and the way that they
work," said D'Ottavio. "I think
we have the chance to be a very
good defense."

ment by officiating and supervising.

™ This fall he will be running the five-

corner
JULIE REEVES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

IM Sports welcomes a new GA~
says goodbye to another
Congratulations go out to for. mer Intramural Sports Graduate
Assistant Jon Broska, who is now
the Assistant Director of Intramural
Sports and Sports Clubs at George
Washington
University
in
Washington D.C.
Jon ~pent two years as an
Grad Assistant while ~arning his
Master's Degree in Educational
Leadership. Jon also did his undergraduate work at UCF, earning a

™

on-five basketball and seven-onseven soccer leagues.
Olvera decided to continue his
education at UCF for the new expe-.
rience and assist the UCF
Intramural program grow. He
wants to get a feel for another
recreation program so he will have
more experience when he graduates.
"I am very excited to be at UCF
and ready to tackle any obstacles
that I will face while I am here," he
said. "I look fmward to meeting new
people and plan to learn as much as
possible."
presented by
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Schneider leads high-flying offense
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

)

.

)

)

Picture it like an old western, except set it soillewhere
near the Great Lakes. The locals
settle their scores with old fashioned bar fights, punching and
stoillping and grinding away.
· Then this new fella, goes by the
n a Ill e
Marshall,
strolls into
town
and
starts challenging people to shootouts.
This is
what
has
happened in
a
MidSchneider
Aillerica
.
Conference that for years was.
full of nothing but grinding, run
oriented offenses befitting of
their cliillates. Then caille
Marshall with this strange new
passing idea and changed ·everything. .
.
Marshall was the nation's
third-ranked passing offense
last season. Slowly but surely
the rest of the league is catching
up, with Miailli (the one in Ohio)
ranking 27th, Western Michigan
30th and conference chaillp
Toledo ranked 52nd.
"It was pretty Illuch a runoriented conference and that

/
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PLEASE SEE

Haynes ON 20

II

l

Want to.attend UCFs third away game.
ou and a friend could win a trip to the
UCF vs Marshall football game.*
l

.,
)

I CFF

Former quarterback Brian Miller, who switched to tight end last spring, heads into game week as Ryan Schneider's back up. Injuries to Brandon Sumner and Jon Rivera forced the switch.

Trip includes I~l{E~~F;: · bus _ride,
_.;_RI.~I.~~ hotel stay, :FH.EE ticket to
the game and other giveaways
such as T-shirts, food
and tailgate party.
.

.

Buses leave Sept. 18 for
the game Friday night.
C9me by .the SGA .tent on Aug. 22 in front of
the Student Union or stop by SU 214 to enter.
.. #.

* Winner and guest must be UCF students.

·,,~
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Tailback Alex Haynes finished last season with 690 yards and nine touchdowns, despite missing three games with a leg injury. His presence gives UCF a two-dimensional offensive attack, which the Knights have lacked in the past.

Haynes creates balance with·passing game
FROM PAGE
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has changed," said UCF offensive coordinator Robert McFarland. "I think what
Marshall has done since they joined the
conference is unbelievable and I think
they alone have turned that conference
around to where you have to throw the
football now."
Despite the recent evolution, no MAC
team has quite been able to put it in the
air like Marshall. At least until now. UCF
and its ninth ranked passing offense
have joined the conference and are ready
to challenge the Thundering Herd as the
MAC's elite offensive squad.
For years the Golden Knights have
excelled at throwing the football. That
can largely be contributed to having a
former NFL quarterback for a head
coach in Mike Kruczek. This year will be
no different, as a slew of starters return

with · several talented players behind
them.
Schneider
Quarterback
Ryan
returns for his junior year already having
almost a year and a half of starting experience behind him. He's amassed 5,257
yards and 38 touchdowns over that time,
numbers that already p-µt him amongst
the top passers in school history. He isn't
particularly mobile and doesn't possess
the strongest of arms, but he has a presence in the huddle and an ability to make
plays when they're needed most.
"I think Ryan has established himself as one of the premiere quarterbacks
not only in the MAC but maybe in the
nation," said McFarland.
· Having lost several of his favorite
targets to graduation, Schneider struggled early last season to click with his
new receivers. This year that shouldn't
be a problem, as by season's end the QB

sh9wed he was perfectly in sync with this
year's starters, Doug Gabriel and Jimmy
Fryzel.
Both seniors, the two caught a combined 61 passes for 1,296 yards and 11
touchdowns. Gabriel in particular gives
the offense a big play threat, averaging
28. 7 yards per reception last season.
Fryzel is more of a steady receiver, the
kind you find for a key third down. He
made 39 grabs last season alone.
"Last year, (Schneider) wasn't real
comfortable with (the receivers), but now
he's very comfortable with it," said
Gal?riel.
Though the MAC has begun to turn
the corner on passing, a good rushing
offense is still a necessity to compete. Six
MAC teams ranked in the top 50 in rushing offense nationally, and Marshall wasn't far behind at 56th. UCF ranked only
104th, but that's where Alex .Haynes

• Newly renovated courtyard community
with_spacious 2 bedroom floorplans
• Screened in porches
• Outside locked storage area
• Some utilities included
• Un~er new ownership

• Bea~tiful park,like community with
spacious 1and 2 bedroom apartments
• Walk or bike to UCF campus
• Cable, water and sewer included
• Newly equipped gym with a sauna
• 6ame room and business center
11600 Mackay Blvd.

407.282.7333
email: arbour@cfl.rr.com
1 Bed/1 Bath • 2 Bed/1 Bath

comes in.
In reality had Haynes not missed
most of three games with a leg injury,
that ranking would have been higher. As
just a freshman, he gave the impression
that he may be the best running back to
ever wear the Golden Knight uniform. He
ran for 690 yard on 140 carries with nine
touchdowns.
"I think a healthy Alex Haynes is key
to the·offense. I can see us getting a good
mix now. Instead of being so heavily pass
oriented we can maybe now run the football a little bit more," said McFarland.
Running behind an experienced
offensive line, Haynes should be able to
make this one of the most balanced offensive teams in UCF history and one of the
most potent in the MAC. ·
"This offense ranks first or second
(in the MAC)," Schneider said. "It's
between us and Marshall."

2501 N. Alafaya Trail

· · Sty~. Service. Satiifaction.
Qyafity LivinB or Qyafity Peayfe
.CrawlQnl ReallV Group

J

407.275.8950

('

email: alafayaapts@cfl.rr.com
{

2 Bed/1 Bath
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uest for a championship
'Men's soccer loses all stars, ,but·
fi
+b
A
s
·
t
•
f 1
' : ~~0: ~ ~!h:~=~~~: is gunning or/;, e - un iue
TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

As the UCF men's soccer
team begins the 2002.season, the

0

)

0

0

Conference.
The Golden Knights have
been picked to fu;llsh number one
·in . the conference's preseason
coaches' poll, and the players will
be satisfied with nothing less.
"Our goal can only be to win
the conference," said Tobias
Kronberger, a junior forward and
team captain. "We didn't win it
last year and we had a·good team .
last year, this year we're even
better, we, just have to put it
together and win the conference."
The team will have its work
cut out for it on its way to the
conference title after some key
losses in the off-season. Forward
Daniel Berhane, the team's
leader in almost every offensive
category last season and a first
team All-Conference honoree,
left the team for personal reasons.
Goalkeeper
Juuso
Heikurainen, who was nominat-

•

·

•

Women's soccer preview

·

-THURSDAY. SPORTS

like any team, you lose
players; people have to
graduate. Last year, we
had injuries; someone
will have to step up and
take their places.

ed to the All-Conference second
team. and ied the A-Sun in goals
against average, graduated and
is now an assistant coach.
Filling those holes will not be
easy, but this team ls used to.
dealing with adversity. The
Golden Knights played all of the
2001 campaign with only one true
forward due to injuries and still
posted a 12-7-0 overall record
and 4-3 in the A-Sun.
"Like any team, you iose
players, people have to graduate.
Last year, we had injuries; someone will have to step up and take
their places," said Brad Wagner,
team captain and senior defender.
In the place of Heikurainen
will be sophomore goalkeeper

-BRAD WAGNER
Team captain and senior defend

and team captain Ryan Mcintosh.
Mcintosh redshirted last season,
but bis teammates are confident
he can do the job.
"There ·is no doubt in my
mind that Ryan can step up and
have the same impact that Juuso
had," said Kronberger.
This year's schedule will test
the Knights right away as they
travel to Portland, Oregon, to
take on two top-20 teams in
Washington and Portland.
"If we come off the bat right
away on the road, we can have a
good ranking," said Mcintosh.
The schedule also boastshome games against intrastate·
rival South Florida and a grudge
matcli
against · Florida
International.
"We· took a tough defeat at
the end of the year when we had
a chance to get an at-large bid
and they took it from us,
Mcintosh said. ~' Having them
here the last game of the year
gives us something to prove."
The Knights begin their rGad
to the conference title this weekend in Portland at the Nike
Portland Invitational, and their
home season begins September
16 against Florida Tech.
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Cybermax,
on
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Way, offers
Internet
access,
video
games
systems and
copy
services.
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·• 10 Dell PCs
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Cybermax joins the wave of
Internet cafes in Orlando area

(

Diaz, 29, plays the XBox game "Halo"
almost every day at Cybermax Internet .cafe,
·a two-month-old business on Collegiate Way
Sammy Diaz leans fmward, furiously near CB & S Bookstore. Diaz, who lives near.
fingering buttons on a control pad, while his the store, heard about Cybermax through
alter ego on a large TV screen searches for the Halo National Tournament. Cybermax
bad guys to shoot down. On the .couch next had hosted one of the regional tournainents
to him, another player is having much better in early August.
luck.
Generally Diaz uses Cybermax as a
"I'm getting slaughtered," said Diaz place to relax and play XBox, but he also
sheepishly, "That's because the controls are.
PLEASE SEE Internet ON 27
wrong for me."
CHRISTIE ZIZO
STAFF WRITER

ILLUSTRATION BY

ADAM SHNER I CFF

'Grease'.lightning strikes for UCF senior
DONNA

T.

SCHUMAN

STAFF WRITER

.

DONNA SCHUMAN I CFF

.Knight joins the "~rease" national tour as understudy for "Rizzo" character.

"Grease" is the word for
one Theatre UCF senior.
Michelle Knight will join the
national touring cast of
"Grease" in September.
The musical, set in th~
1950s, centers around Rydell
High School and follows a girl
gang called the Pink Ladies,
and a gang of guys known as
the T-Birds through their senior year.
A. chance meeting in an
elevator set this opportunity in
motion for Knight.
''A Theatre UCF faculty
member met Brad Watkins,
'Grease' casting director, ~t a
theater
conference
this
spring,'' said Knight.
When· Watkins asked if
UCF had anyone who could
play Rizzo, . Knight:- came to

I was lip
against a
girl fro·m
Juilliard,
but they·

cast me.
-MICHELLE KNfGHT
UCF Theater Student

mind.
Betty Rizzo is· the toughtalking Pink Lady well-known
at Rydell High for her promis-cuity. It's a high-profile role in
the play, as Rizzo is the
antithesis of the main charac. ter;
Sandy
Dumbrowski.
Actress_ Adrienne Barbeau
played Rizzo in the original offBroadway
version,
and
actresses Brooke Shields, Joely
Fisher and Rosie O'Donnell
have all -played Rizzo in the
Broadway revival..
·
"I sent in a video of me
singing 'There are Worse
Things I Could Do'," she said. "I
also performed Rizzo's fight
scene alone. It must have
looked pretty funny."
The Phoenix Theatre
Company, the tour's producers,
invited Knight to fly to New
PLEASE SEE

(
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I
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Off-campus eateries are on a roll
_Asian cuisine gets
·.heavy voostfrom
student dollars ·
)

SARAH DOWNES
STAFF WRITER -

,

..

UCF students love rolls-sushi
rolls, that is.
"They're · cold-, refreshing and
healthy," said sophomore Michael
Filteau. "Sushi rolls are perfect on a
hot day."
Due to high demand and long waiting lines, the staff at Fusian Japanese
Eatery, in University Shoppes, will
move to the larger storefront next door
to their current location in the next few
days.
. '
"Said Bruce Lam, owner of Fusian:
"We are expanding to meet student
needs. I see_a lot Qf pQtential in this
area, and now is the time to jump on it."
Lam opened Fusian a year ago with
the intent of serving a mixture of Asian
food. He developed the name Food
Asian and enVisioned a sophisticated
restaurant. Things changed.
"In the beginning, I didn't ·anticipate students eating here. I thought
students didn't eat sushi or wouldn't be
able to afford sushi," said Lam. "I
changed the menu many times to fit the
college crowd."
Lam brought menu prices down
and increased the variety of sushi rolls.
They offer 36 different rolls. The UCF

}OE KALEITA

I CFF

Fusian Japanese Eatery is a popular s~op for Kady Broadway and br~ther Scott Broadway.

Roll, only $6.95, is made with snapper, ·
cucumber, omelette, mayonnaise and
sesame seeds.
"Having eaten in the finest sushi
restaurants in Tokyo, Fusian is my
favorite sushi restaurant in the world,"
said junior Rob Hunter, a former professional fighter who has traveled to
Japan.
The expansion is partly a result of
business from the university.
"I'd say about 60 percent of our
business is from UCF-students and
staff," said Lam. "We advertise at UCF

and provide coupons to Student
Government.'.'
Lam designated the location in
University Shoppes for several reasons.
"I've always wanted to open · a
restaurant across from a college campus because the population is there,"
said Lam
He opened across from UCF
because the school is new, fresh and
there is room to develop.
"Maj.or universities are overdeveloped," Lam added.

Knight of Sushi, an event offered
·once or twice a semester by the UCF
Sushi Club and CAB Cultural Arts, is a
sushi-making and origami class taught
by the staff at Fusian. Lam typically
holds them on Sat.urdays-,,,.when students are not in class.
"I'll admit, I would never get hired
at a sushi restaurant," said Hunter.
''After attempting to make a chicken
sushi roll at Knight of Sushi, I've
resigned to just eating sushi."
Some students prefer Fusian over
other sushi restaurants in-Orlando.
"Fusian offers the best deal on
sushi," said Filteau. "I had sushi in
Winter Park once, and it wasn't as good
as Fusian, and the tuna roll was almost .
$10."
Great China, also in University
Shoppes, has thrived from college business as well. The restaurant specializes in Chinese food and has found a
profitable location.
"Most of our customers are college
students,". said Ruixin, a hostess at
Great China:
The convenient location near offcampus housing facilities has helped
the business. They provide free delivery to UCF students, and even a special
student menu during dinnertime.
In the past, they have hired students as servers and delivery specialists.
"Great China has the best sesame
chicken I've ever tasted," said freshman Danielle O'Leary. "I will continue
to eat there."
It's a mutual relationship: businesses thrive off of students and students get great-tasting food.
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-The student's weekly ·partying-·guide
RACHEL BRA VERM:AN
STAFF WRITER I

Remember when Sunday
through Thursday nights were
considered school Ilights and
there ·was nothing to do but sit
home, ~d watch telE'.vision?_Long
gone are those lights of solitude.
Whether college studep.ts have
classes the next day; they can still
be found, out and about on any
·
particular night of the week.
Sunday nights can be spent at
.. the popular bar Devaney's Sports
Pub in_Wmter Park. For a $5 cover,
college students can_ kick back
with a .beer, shoot pool or throw
darts: If the mood to dance kicks
in, a convenient ·little dance floor
gets easily packed with those who
can not resist the hip-hop flows of
the DJ.
Fbrthoselookingforthelocal
scene; try - Knightlights -- . on:
Mondays. -It is conveniently found
across from the UCF campus on
· Alafaya Trail. Coll~ge night
attracts a big crowd to the dance
floor in the back, although there
· are pool tables in the· front of the
club. Knightlights also costs only
$5 on most nights.
.Sometimes, students want to
just hang out instead of breaking a
sweat on the dance floor. The Pub,
like Devaney's, has pool tables
and dartboards. Ladies get in free
. until 11 p.m. and offers free beer
for ·everyone until midnight.
However, there is a small dance
floor that allows for a more intimate and laid-back atmosphere

Firestone Foam Nights take place eve·ry Thursday.
than a giant dance club.
One of the most popular
nights is Tuesday. Roxy is college·
night. The walls resonate with the
latest in hip-hop music. There are
two _floors with a large dance floor
on the bottom. Don't be fooled by
the size, -however; the floor gets
packed in no time~ Spectators ca.fl
watch a booty contest for the
ladies and a beer-chugging contest
for the gentlemen. The entry fee is
$7 for under 21 and $5 for 21 and
over.
Downtown,
Tabu
has
Tuesday Rush which offers a $10
cover and free drinks all night
long. Thbu plays mostly trance
music so if one ·can't rave, boredom can occur.
Tuesday nights would also
t

not be complete without Bar dancers from head to toe. Music
Orlando. The line twists around ranges from hip-hop to trance.
the corll€r to get into college The inner dude rancher· can-··
nights. Prepare to sweat because be released at Cowboys. Ladies
the dance floor leaves barely any get in free on Thursdays. Cowboys
elbowroom between dancers.
provides bars, pool tables, and a
On Wednesday; head to- dance floor. Don't worry if you
Headlightz. The atmosphere is can't line dance. Most of the fun is
definitely more casual. Patrons in realizing how silly you look trymostly hang out at the tables in ing to figure the dances out.
the large bar area. Hip-hop Thankfully, frequent booty mbces
pounds out of the speakers .near are thrown in to liven thiJ:im; up .
the small, cramped dance floor. Also, alternating hot-body conFor drinks in a crowded scene, tests for males and females take
Headlightz in the place to be.
place.
Thursday night is the most
Pointe Orlando offers college
happening night of the week. Bar students Matrix and Metropolis,
Orlando has another college night. twin clubs that both offer a college The Club at Firestone throws a night. The insides of each are
giant foam party in a "blow up" extremely polished and classy.
area. The foam flies high, covering The atmosphere is sophisticated.

Friday night is Cairo. With
three levels it is unlikely to not find
music to- your,. taste. · The -main --·
floor is dance music, the back
room plays 70s music and the roof
plays reggae. Ladies also get in
free until 11 p.m.
·
. Finally; Saturday night
returns to Roxy. Once · again the
club is filled to the brim with college students. Movie screens come
down from the ceiling to showing
music videos and -go-go· dancers
attract plenty of attention. The
music switches from hip-hop and
booty to tecbno. Fbr only $7 one
can dance . the night away and
meet plenty of hot ·looking people.
Experience what the night life
has to offer because every night it
offers something else.

~

..WELCOM.E. To·-oRLANDO ... PARTY

ARRIVING THIS FA-L L

WEEKLY DJ•s

I

DESIGN BY BREAKS247.COM
erjc@sdginteractive.com &
richardwikstrom@home.de
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Crossword

she believes her parents selected 'Wrnner"
because their late father was a big baseball
fan and "Loser" just to complete the pairing.

Sounds like a joke

CHUCK SHEPHERD
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE

Lead stories
• Artist Brock Enright of Virginia
Beach, Va., originally started staging rough,
vivid kidnappings, using volunteers, so that
he could show them on video at New York
City galleries, but found so many willing,
thrill-seeking victims that he now charges
$50.0 or more for the realistic experience
(but they get to keep the videos). Enright
now has two· dozen fetish terrorism" (as
Time Out magazine wrote) clients and is
thinking of expanding to other cities. A 25year-old sculptor, supposedly typical of
Enright's clients, said he signed on because
he wanted to test his limits: "I :needed to
believe that (the kidnapper) was going to
kill me. 11
• The Lane brothers of New York, Mr.
Winner Lane, 44, and Mr. Loser Lane, 41
(their actual_birth names), were profiled in a
July Newsday report, made more interesting
by the fact that Loser is successful (a police
detective in the South Bronx) and Wmner is
not (a history of petty crimes). A sister said
11

An unidentified young man walked
away, apparently unhurt, after leaping from
between cars of a 60 mph West Japan
Railway "express" train onto the platform as
it roared through a "local" station (Kobe,
Japan, JiI.ly). Two teenage boys were hospitalized with gunshot wounds after they and
other boys encircled an older man on the
street and began firing at him; the man was
not hit (Michigan City, Ind., March).
Canadian-born Robert Moise$cu, sentenced
to seven years in prison for robbing a
Plattsburgh, N.Y., bank, told the judge in a
letter that his time should be reduced to
four years because his loot was worth only
62 percent in 9anadian dollars (May).

Science fair
New Products: British engineers James
Auger and Jimmy Loizeau announced their
"tooth telephone" (radio receiver implanted
in the tooth, vibrating the signal to the inner
ear) (June). Fort Worth (Texas) inventor
Don Mims and marketer Ron Toms introduced a wooden "Gatling'-type gun that
rapid-fires up to 144 rubber bands by turning a crank (though the rubber bands have
to be hand-loaded) (March). South African
researchers working in New Zealand said
they are developing cockroach-shaped
robots to do housework and yard.work
(February).

ACROSS
1 Poet Teasdale
5 Reindeer herder
9 Bar seat
14 Dumbstruck
15 Ananias, e.g.
16 Dishes
17 Hope/Crosby
movie
19 Ventilated, in a
way
20 Amen to that!
21 Jolly pirate?
23 Actress Lupino
25 Jam-packed
.state
29 Sudden
inclinations
34 Strasbourg's
region
35 WWII surrender
site
36 Fronts of calves
38 Old salt
39 Concept
40 Body bulk
41 Tiller
42 Respectful
address
43 Jacket flap
44 Knickknack
45 Aural buildup
47 Of Me1hodism
49 Lip-curler
51 Hit the slopes
52 Emergency
paper money
54 Make
compulsory
59 Overact
62 Fairway fliers
64 Talk and talk
65 Ungulate's foot
66 Swill
67 Extreme pain
68 In this manner
69 Cut

t.

© 2002 Tril>une Media serv1ces, 1nc
All righ11 reserved.

Maximilian
Rose stickers
Lubricate
United
Deposit
18 Follows
surreptitiously
22 Fertilizer from
bird droppings
24 Greek fabler
26 Greasy spoon
27 Antonin oi the
Supreme Court
28 Sunday speech
29 Parts of eyes
30 Highway strip
31 Capital on the
DOWN
Missouri River
1 Rani's dress
32 Ms. Thurman
2 MIL truant
33 "The Taming of
3 Tangible
the "
4 Annexes
37 Man and Wight
5 British insurance 40 Strainer?
syndicate
41 Shade or tone
6 Lung filler
43 Theft
7 Twosome
44 Scale
8 Confirmation
46 Photographer
9 Maria and
Edward

8&'28/02

10
11
12
t3

48 Flatbottom open
boats
50 Just
53 Friend of Tlgger
55 Football play
56 Earthenware jar
57 Reduce speed

58 Cable channel's
letters
59 Time to
remember
60 Drinking cup
61 John's Yoko
63 Singer Rawls

.

.
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Internet cafes offer students both ·
entertainment and research outlets
FROM PAQE

22

uses the computers in emergency situations.
Either way, Cybermax owner Orlando
Perez, 44, expects UCF students· to have the
same needs as the semester gets started.
"If the computer labs on .campus have limited hours, they can come to us," said Perez.
'We're open 10 a.m. to 2 a.m. At least they have
some place to come to."
That's why he a.Ild his partners, Serafin
Garcia and Pablo Rigual, picked this location to
-open what he hopes will be the first of several
Cybermax cafes - two in undetermined Florida
locations and one in Puerto Rico.
"My generation, the younger generation,
we used to hang out in places like this," said
Perez.
Internet cafes (or cyber cafes) grew ·out of
the 1980s, when the Internet first became available to the public. Internet cafes were extremely
popular in Europe and still are. They then started popping up in Massachusetts and New York,
and have since spread throughout America.
Their purpose originally was very similar to
that of the traditional cafe idea: a place for people to drink coffee, engage in discussion, read
the news and answer regular mail correspondence.
Likewise, Internet cafes serve coffee and
are an excellent place to find a conversation, but
people check e-mail, read the news online, and
did research. The cafes charge a fee for computer usage, usually an hourly rate.
Perez received his bachelor's degree in
computer programming· at the U.S. Air Force
Academy, and 'while station,ed overseas he frequented Internet r.afes in Europe and Asia.
"They're very popular in Japan," he ·said. "And
in the Phillipines, I'was there too. And Germany
- they're all over the place in' Germany."
-Wb.en he came back he opened one in
Connecticut, near Harvard Community College.
It's still there and draws 40-50 customers a day;
about 20 percent of whom spend more than an
hour there.
Internet cafes are well known throughout
Florida. Perez said there's practically one on
every corner in Mianii.
They're also not new to the Central Florida
area. In the 90s Electro Grind opened at Alafaya
Trail and East Colonial Drive, an offshoot of The
Grind coffee bar. The Electro Grind has since
closed. There is · also one· in Apopka, and one
opening soon near Universal Studios.
Perez, however, feels the majority of internet cafes in the Central Florida area are not
cafes in the truest sense. "[They're] gaming centers," he said.
Cybermax runs its own share of video
gaffies. Two big-screen televisions are hooked

0
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Tanning · Salon
• State-of-the-Art ETS 10 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
• Facial/Shoulder Tanners •All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio
• Free Skin Type Analysis
Waterford Lakes Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002
www.planetbeach.com

3 FREE SESSIONS
Must present coupon. First-time guest. One per customer. Local residents- only.
MARIN OLSON I CFF

·------------------------------------------------~--

In addition to checking e-mail, visitors to Cybermax can also
pick up a cup of coffee.
up to XBox machines, Play Station 2s and
Nintendo Gamecubes. They are running upcoming tournaments for Gamecube's "Super Smash
Brothers" and another for "Halo." They are in
contact with local gaming clubs sponsored by
UCF to host events. And they have public
servers for computer games "Quake," "Unreal"
and "Counterattack."
They also have 10 brand new Dell computers and one Macintosh G4. They offer color and
black-and-white printer services, scanning services, copying services and computer repair services. "[Students] are at full liberty to use what
they need," said Perez.
·
Comparatively, Cybermax's hourly rates for
computer usage are below the average for internet cafes in the South: $6 per hour on the Dells,
$10 on the Macintosh. Video games cost $3 an
hour. The average is somewhere between $8 and
$10.
For people like Sammy Diaz, Internet cafes
have benefits. Diaz plans on continuing to frequent Cybermax, but he also might go to the one
by Universal when it opens. "I work at
Universal," he explains:
Said Perez: "They're like the kiosks at the
airports - the gaming kiosks. Kids put in five
bucks, 10 bucks and play games. There's a
demand for them."
I

'Grease' comes·to Orlando in March
FROM PAGE

.•

22

York for an audition.
After a nationwide search -for the right
actress, the decision came down to two. "I was
up against a girl from Juilliard, but they cast
me," said Knight.
Although she will primarily perform with
the ensemble cast, Knight is the understudy for
Rizzo. and Rydell teacher Ms. Lynch.
Although this marks Knight's first national
tour, she is a "Grease" veteran. "I played Sandy
in the Valencia Community College production_," she said. "I have always wanted to play
RiZzo."
During the audition process, Knight
received overwhelming support. Her fellow
thespians at UCF were excited and wished
Knight the best of luck. While she waited for the
news, everyone's level of enthusiasm heightened. "When I got the job, they were excited at
a whole different level," she said.
Knight is eager, but anxious about the
transition. "I am really nervous about leaving
my family, boyfriend and friends," she said. She
also hopes her "Grease" castmates are as
excited about the show as she is:
"I am more nervous about meeting the
people than the work itself," she said. ·Knight
hopes the cast will want to have fun as well as

work hard. "This show does not require .soul
searching; it's just a good time."
Despite her recent success, Knight has not
forgotten about Theatre UCF. She has already
spoken with Watkins, Phoenix's casting director, about students in the program. "He is excited and looking forward to seeing more Theatre
UCF students," she said.
Originally majoring in music, Knight joined
Theatre UCF to fulfill her desire to perform.
Knight had been singing for years, but
never acted before deciding to major in theater.
"I met some people in the musical theatero, 0 ·
department and decided to change my major,"
said Knight. "I found a great home with wonderful people."
"Grease" is just the starting point of
Knight's c~eer, but she plans to take it as far
as it will go. Knight's ultimate goal is to make a
living performing, surrounded by the people
she loves. "I couldn't do anything else." · ·
The tour starts in Indiana and will cover
40 states. In March the show travels through
the Central Florida area. "Grease" will end
more than 250 performances later in ·
Wisconsin.
Frankie Avalon will guest star in the tour.
He will be playing the Teen Angel. Avalon
played the same role in the movie version of the
musical.
·

NATIONAL
DODGEBALL
ASSOCIATION
• New sport being developed
•·Need athletes and performers
• Help dev.eto·p·this new
sport into ·agreat opportunity

Call: 407-896·-2282

Hyundai Advantage™
-

AMERICA'S .
BEST
WARRANTY*
IOYear/100,000 Mile
Powertrain Protection,
5Year/60,000 Mile
Bumper-t~ -Bumper,
5Year I Unlimited
Miles 24-hour
Roadside Assistance

2003 HY UNDA I

TIBURO N
$1s·,9 99~
-

I

Dual ·Front Airbags, Front Side
Airbags! Air Conditioning, 6-speaker
Stereo with CD, Power Windows,
Door Locks and Heated Mirrors,
Remote Keyless Entry System with
Alarm, Cruise Control, 16" Aluminum ·
Alloy Wheels With Michelin® Tires.

.
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THE ALL-NEW TIBURON.•CATCH ONE WHILE YOU tAN.
At ju~t $15,999, the all new Tiburon gives you exhilarating performance. Plus standard · ·features like dual front airbags, front side airbags; air conditioning; 6-speaker stereo with
~D, p_
ower windowsr door locks and heated mirrors, cruise control, aHoy wheels, and the
- freedom ·of America's Best Warranty~ the ·Hyundai Advantage~M So take the·drive today .
. Because this is one car that hates to sit still.

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI LONGWOOD

BOB DANCE
HYUNDAI ORLANDO

3575 N. Highway 17-92

4110 W. Colonial Dr.

407-322-1792

407-578-5337

J"

*See dealer for LIMITED WARRANTY details. **MSRP excludes freight, taxes, title, license and options. Dealer price may vary. Safety belts should always be worn.
- tThe Supplemental Restraint (airbag) System (SRS) is designed to work with the 3-point seatbelt system. The SRS deploys in certain· front-end impact
conditions where significant injury is likely.The SRS is not a substitute for seatbelts which should be worn at all times. Children under the age of
13 should b~ restrained securely in the rear seat NEVER place a rear-facing child seat in the front seat of a vehicle with a passeriger7side airbag.
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Classifications
100 HELP WAMED
200FoRSALE
250 AlffOMOTIYE
300 FOR llJwr
325HOMES
350 ROOMMATES
400 SERVICES

Office Telephone Hours

450 llErAIL
500 ON CAMPCJS
550EVBNTS
600 GREEK LIFE
700M1sc
7501RAm
800 ilELIGION

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Offtce Address
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite ·160
Orlando, FL 32817

How to Ptace an Ad
·By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By Emajl: classifieds@UCFfuture.com

Deadline
3 pm. Fri. for Mon. Issue
3 p.m. Mon. for Thurs. Issue

Payment Met~ds

In Person: University Court, Suite 160
(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess &

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

Chik-Fil~A)

_2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues (4 weeks):
24 Issues {12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large-Headline:

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7perwk
$1perwk
$1perwk

407-447-4555 • dassijieds@VCFfuture.com
~
FREE WEIGHT TRAINING
II!I!J HELP WANTED II!I!J HELP WANTED II!I!J HELP WANTED
_SUMMER WORK
$14 Base/ Appt

Professional w/Flex schedule for PT
Real Estate Photography. Computer
skills, transportation and excellent
customer service skills required.
Please email resume to
HR@videohometours.com

, No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Gust Svc/sales
conditions apply Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegewor~.com

TUTOR/After ~chool Care
3:30-5:30 M-F, near UCF. Starts
9/3. 1st & 3rd grade girls.
Must be DEPENDABLE,
Mature & Firm. Edu
major or Upperclassman preferred.
Good Pay. 407-6n-0382 w/ refs

College Students, HS Grads .Start
ASAP, up!>eat work atmosphere
450 offices worldwide in sales/svc.
Conditions apply 407-862-8786
www.workforstudents.com

Interested in Modeling?

Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866-291-1884 xFL01

Tutor Wanted:
UCF History Major

Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.com

needed to tutor 15 yr old in World
History studies for 6.5 hrs.once weekly.
If interested, with qualifications
407-243-3760

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
bartendlng. Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext 100

Valet Parking - Positions starting at

$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,

Office assistant needed

Want a career?

R•O•T•C
AFROTC offers incentives for
qualified junior and senior

program.

Incentives include:
-$450 for textbooks per year

-Monthly stipend ($250-$350)

-Special scholarship programs
exist for Engineers and Nurses
-One-year scholarships for
qualified.seniors and graduate

students
For more lnfonnlltlon, call ue at
407 823-1247 (UCF-1AIR}

needed to tutor 15 yr old
in 9th Grade English studies for 6.5 hrs
once weekly. If interested, w/ quals
407-243-3760

needed to tutor 15 yr old in
Pre Algebra studies for 6.5 hrs
once weekly. If interested,
with qualifications 407-243-3760

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

Valet Parking Attendants Needed

SMOKERS NEEDED!
Attractive, thin females who smoke
needed for national telephone interview
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. Toll free 888-801-1517,
please leave your name and number
and your call will be returned.

TCBY
The Country's -Best Yogurt needs.
PT help. Competitive pay. Aloma
and Lakemont, Winter Park.
Please call 407-671-2888

Are you Overweight?

Tbe Exercise Pbysiology I.ab at UCF is /JJokingjOr beaJtby.

male wlunlel!n (ages18:35), IO participaJe in a

briefmean::b study to examine the effects ofa

sin?Je erercise session on leptin (a hormone that

Benefits iodude:
• Body Composition _ • Aerobic Capacity

Assessment

Locations throughout Orlando area,
flex schedules, FT/PT avail, for great
pay and great opp call
407-971-9131

PERFECT JOB FOR
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Work Own Hours, Earn Money Now
Looking for personable.motivated,
ambitious students. Direct Sales
For more info call 954.-761-1816
or email Agrabin@valuesearch.com

Local telephone company
looking for independent reps

Make $120 and Get a FREE
Fitness & Dietary Assessment
Test

• PullllOIWJ
•Brief Dietary
FullCtion Testing
Analy5is
• 6raded fJertise Test • Blood Analysis
• $120
(Stress lest}

The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to _participate in a research study to
exainine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training. _

Participants will receive:
•
•
•

24 supervised training sessions
MRI scans of the-upper arms
$125

Call Today
407-823-5163

level cadets enrolled in our

Tutor Wanted: UCF MATH Major

Fax resume to Banker's Arts Group,
Inc. at (407) 872-3437

ajJects the m9' aperson loses or JPins weight).

•:•

u.s. AIR 1=0RcE

Tutor Wanted:
UCF English Major

for real estate investment company.
Downtown Orlando. PIT, Flexible hrs.
Possible incentives and bonuses.

•

HaveanAA?

-Up to $3,000 tuition per year

Vlsit
www.danncaps.eom/modelnn. htm
for infonnation on this exciting
opportunity.

outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

\J

ChargBs listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

for Orlando area. Be your own
boss, set your own hours & work
from home. Earn up to $2000/mnth
Part-time.
Call 407-277-2176 for more info.

Coll: 407-'117-788 • Email: gkyriozis@lgeperformonce.com

II!I!J HELP WANTED II!I!J HELP WANTED
FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive,
thin females who smoke needed
for confidential phone interview
(not anti-smoking). Selected callers
earn $50. Leave name and number
and your call will be returned ASAP.
888-35~22 Toll Free.

Tonino's Italian restaurant is Looking
For Experienced Waiters, Waitresses
and Dishwashers for FT or PT. Stop
by to appJy. Call 407-977-2116
for directions.

MEDIA PRODUCTIONS

seeks

Food Critic!
No experience needed. Up to $20
an hour. Flexible schedule.
Call 1-877-314-1777 x440
Wanted: SERVER for very busy
Nature's Table located in office bldg by
UCF. Must be friendly, hard working
with great attitude. Must work well with
others.Great hours and pay for the right
person. Call Kathy: 407-514-6999
Bartenders Wanted. $250 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed. Call
1-800-965-6520 ext 107
FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!!!!
Work in Area's HOTTEST
Night Clubs!
$$$ PT Hours, FT PAY $$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC AND OUTGOING
Call for interview 407 538 6136
ATTN: ORLANDO
Postal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters.
No exp. Required. Benefits. For exam,
salary and testing info. call
(630) 844-0465 ext. 472. 8am-8pm.
Earn $500 to $5000 per month
working from home, campus, or
anywhere! www.lookrightnow.com or
call 888-318-8094. Training, bonuses,
vacations, you name it, we got it.
No Exp Necessary! _
Gennan Tutoring (Native Speaker)
Only $15/hr
Call 407-671-5086 or 407-761-9627
Ask for Carina!

Growing Orlando company
talented Graphics Designers, Live
Production roles (Director, Camera,
Sound, light, Video, etc), and Web
Programmers (esp. Cold Fusion).
Visit www.cybis.org for more info.
or call 407-737-6690. JUMP START YOUR EARNINGS.
Part Ttme Entrepreneurs Are Making
Full Ttme Dollars! Listen to:
(24hrs recording) (212) 461-2910.
Then call me at (813) 931-1526
for further details.

PHOTOGRAPHER
NEEDED
for -

KNIGHT LIFE
Fridays &
Saturdays
email:
photo@UCFfuture.com

•
· CPK team members enjoy:
• Flexible Schedules • Great Par • Excellent 'fraining • Immediate Health Benefits

NOW HIRING
Bussers • Cooks • Dish Washers
Host Staff • Servers
Apply in person, Mon-Sat, 9am-6pm Adam's Mark Orlando Hotel, at the Florida Mall
1500 Sand Lake Road, Suite 34-0 off Orange Blossom Trail
Ph: {407) 816-5193

Apply online @ www.cpk.com

PT shifts auailable 7 dags a week at
Orlando International Hirport
greeting visitors and passing
out our "See Orlando" publication.
Standing and some
heaug lifting required.

Call Sheila at 941-342-2368
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• Fun &lasy Transportation
• Fmandng Available '
• 2yr unlimited mileage wmranty ~"
• 3 models/ 9 <olors
• Major aedit mrds a((epted ·
Parts - Sales - Service

'

Jet Ski Orlando

(407) 859-3006

lm!l FOR SALE ED
Bed, orthopedic firm mattress sets with
5 year warranty. Brand New Twin $75,
Full $95, Queen $115, King $165.
Can deliver. 407.354.0069

~FoRRENT
RENTALS ON-LINE
ByOwnerOrlando.Com
Free Photo Ads

HOMES

.....

You Can Live Rent Free

~
~-

The Orlando Real Estate market is
appreciating as fast as a monthly
mortgage paynJent... tell your family
Invest in Orlaodo.•.H Pays

Investors' Mortgage Plan
One and Two Bdrm Apts Available
in Oak Tree Court! 1 year lease,
3 blocks from UCF. Water,Trash,
Pest Control Included. Call Amber
321-229-1426. 3530 N Alafaya Trail
For Rent: Bed and Bath for rent in
private home. Only $425/mo includes
all utilities and cable. Call Lynn
@ 407-381-2669.

Room available
in 4bed/4bath across frorn UCF.
All utilities incl. Avail. immediately.
Call Jamilla at 954-806-8464 for
more info.
ROOM FOR RENT! New 3 bdrm home
on lake, gated community, 6 mins
from UCF, $475/mo includes util, non
smoking, no pets, security system,
furnished , pool and tennis. Call
407-482-3202 or 941-461-5101
Roommate Needed for large home with
pool in waterford Lakes area. Must be
responsible and neat. Only $45o/mo +
util. Call Ramon 407-207-1294
between 9 and 6.
212 Condos w/in walking distance
to UCF. 1st and 2nd floor avail. Pool,
basketball, volley, tennis, pets ok.
Quiet. Starting @$725/mo. Call/email:
Cindy @ LA Realty 407-679-2~00
LAReal61@aol.com
Female wanted ASAP for new 4/2
furnished (except bdrm) home behind
UCF. Master'bdrm avail $475, 11x10
bdrm avail $400 (both inclu. electric).
407-736-0630.
Available - 1 Bdrm Apts ·1ocated on
11600 Mendel Drive, o~ly 3 blocks
from University. only $450 per
month! Call 321-22~1426

3% Downpaym81'.'t
Great Ratesll

m
!!.~alty

NEED A ROOMMATE FAST?? Orlando's #1 Roommate Service Since
1986! fast, Safe, Sec;ure! Matches in
minutes! 800-487-8050 or visit
www.Roommateexpress.com
2bed/2bath duplex, washer/dryer,
fenced, private, approx. 1 mile to
UCF. 1Ox20 shed in back. Ideal
for two students. Negotiable.
(407) 977-1591 or e-mail
osb32816@bellsouth.net.

RENT A FURNISHED
BEDROOM $275!!!
Only a Mile from UCF. Home is Fully
Furnished, Females only please.
Call Tiffany at 407-273-9045.

SERVICES

: :8a!ures

•Condo& IT-Houses
• Single Family Houses

of~

NATIONAL CREDIT REPAIR®
CREDIT PROBLEMS'?
• late Payments
• Cb.arge Offs
• Repossessions

ROOM FOR RENT! New 3 bdrm
home on lake, gated community,
6 mins from UCF, $475/mo includes util,
non smoking, no pets, security system,
furnished, pool and tennis. Call 407482-3202 or 941-461-5101

Ask about our 110% Money Back Guarantee
Cell: (352) 978-1960
·
Regional Representative
Ofc.: l-86"6·376-7177 (Toll Free)

Room For Rent.
Young couple with new home. On
CurrY Ford and Dean (10 min from
UCF). Private room w/walk-in closet.
Must me clean and responsible. $475
month includes util, w/d, cable, and
· exercise equip. Month to Month lease.
Call 407-243-6097

TobacCo
·cigars
Pipes
Incense

Jewelry
Posters
Gifts

CASSElBERRY LOCATIOll
23.2 E. SEMORAN BLVD.

COLONIAL LOCATION
5600 W. COLONIAL DRIVE

407.332.8365

Oxford Square Plaza
(,4CTO.$ fium SAMS Qub}

IIiI!]

SERVICES

487.292.1889

T~e Law Office

of Marwa Zeini,
FamilyLaw:

• Incorporation
• Contracts, Leases and Business
Agreements
• Partnerships and LLCs
Immigration Law:
• Green Cards and Permanent Residence
• Work Permits and Labor Certification
• Business and Professional Visas .
• Qtiz.enship

• Divorce Contested and Uncontested
• Custody and Visitation
• Domestic Violence Injunctions
• Alimony and Child Support
&rate Planning and Probate:
• Wills, 1hJsts and living Wills
• Estate and Family Business Planning

• Probat.e Will Administration

(407) 381-2505
3361 Rouse Road, Suite 120 •Orlando, FL 32817

Qdl Y•r Famlll & fri8nds.
AlllWhere inlhe U.S. -l ar

~r'~~~~~~g:;

.

l:

(407) 290-1515

Pants-Jeans_.Shorts Mens or Ladies
Student Special • $2.00 each
Liberty Cleaners (407) 677-7100
10006 University Blvd. & Dean Rd.Bring this ad & Student ID

Acting Workshops!
Study w/ pros who have starred on
Broadway; TV, ~nd films in NYC, LA,
london! Grad: RADA and LAMDA,
Stella Adler, etc. Priv. coaching also.
Skye Aubrey 407-788-8916

~.

Hair Guttery -10% off for Students
on all services M-F 9am-3pm
Hair Guttery in Suncrest Village on
Dean and University by Publix.
Call 407-672-3084

Frustrated Y'!I Traditional Therapy?
· Be your own therapist, and stop
wasting time and money. Recorded
message 24 hrs. 212-252-6823
Don't Get Pricked!
Get Tested!
Call 823-AIDS
-HIV Orasure Testing $10.00
REACH _Peer Education, TR 617

m!J

•llcal-mvicefroll

EXCEL

COMM'UNICATIONS,
Dial 401-251-3838 for more info

Ia

CUTS • PERMS • COLOR
-Experienced
Stylists. >#

Misc. .

AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO,
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES,
& RECORDING GEAR WANTED-CASH. Cati 407-363-5363.

Start your own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men
to start a new Chapter. If you are
interested in acade_mic success,
a chance to network and ~n
opportunity to make friends in a
non-pledging Brotherhood,
e-mail: zbt@zbtnati0nal.org
or call 800-431-9674.

EiiI!J

'Fantastic Sams·

GREEKS

Hold on for the ride of your life!
Congratulations Kappa Delta New
Members. Welcome back Rho
Gammas and Recruitment Exec.
We missed you!! -AOT, your sisters

fZiI!l

HARLYN RECORDING STUDIOS
will turn your music ideas into a
retail ready CD. Singer/songwriter
/Producer/Kbds/Arranger/Engineer
Mastering, Label credits, Affordable!
www.paulharlyn.com 407-566-0655

RELIGION

Celebration Community Church
-Close lo UCFA WELL church
Worshiping, Evangelizing,
Loving and Learning
Celebration Church is unique
We combine the awe and beauty
of liturgical worship
With the freedom of
Charismatic praise
and worship
Meeting on Sundays al 10 ~30 AM
In The Comfort Suites
121.01 Chollenger Parkway
and Alafoya Troll
Telephone 407-375C7930/7910

GOT
SOMETHING
TO SELL?

Going downtown to party?
Let us drive! Town cars and Vans
available for up to 14 people. Mention
this ad and receiv.e a 15% discount.
tCall Premier Royal Transportation
at 407-366-6303

Video Production Services
EditingNideography for events, school
projects, music videos, etc.
Call Scott for details 407-362-3427
E-mail scott~ jellomonkey.com

Gotta order the cake?
Take the hassle out!
Buttercream,
chocolate, carrot
cakes, huge pies,
cheesecakes, muffins,
cookies and more!

Colonial Comer Plaza

·Grad. student looking
for room to rent in house
close to UCF w/garage to store
new vehicle. Very clean, quiet &
responsible. Call Sam at
(407) 709-5098.

Send a cake to their-office!
DELIVERED BEAUTIFUI!Y GIFf PACKAGED
WITH NAPKINS, PLATES, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE AND BALLOONS!

DRY CLEANED & PRESS

Female Roommate for 3/2.5 townhome,
clean, quiet, n/s, gated community, priv
patio, pool, $325/mo + 1/3 util. 15 mins
from UCF. call Erin @ 407-719-6333
Female wanted for Furnished 2/2
in Winter Park. Avail ASAP. Priv
bath,W/D, DSL, and until only
$425/mo + phone. Clean, friendly,
responsible. Upperclassman pref.
Cute apt,only 10 min. to UCF.
Julie 407-671-7964.

Friend or spouse's birthday?

• Credit Carel'
Delinquendes .
•,Student Loans

Bill Lavender

Craig_Rudolph@Realtor.com

2 Roommates Needed
3 bed/2 bath house. Small pool,
close to UCF. $475 per mnth.
Utilities incl. Call Rick evenings.
407-679-4799.

\

SERVICES

Legally remove from your CJedit report:

..,

m!J ROOMMATES

IIiI!]

(

. ~~ef.ftADWJRWJl

407-671-3134

®

NEGOTIABLE REtff
for a female student looking for part
time work as a nanny in eve/wknds.
Large house 4 mi from UCF, with
your own room. Call 407-595-5605.

IIiI!]

SERVICES

~

·, Ask about oth~r UCF specials _
10691 E. Colonial (Aloma Center West. of Alafaya)

(407) 380-5626

FUTURE

CllSSlflllS

(407) 447-4555

l4.

..

George, Abe, Ben, Alex, Tom. They never seem to cha~ge. But we do. Since-we opened for_.
business 11 Oyears ago, we've addeq more than 1100 b~anches, 1.800 ATMs, Check Cards,-.
· 24/7 Internet banking and hundreds of new -products and services. We've done it all because
. . when our customers ask for something, we listen. If you'd like to ask for something, _call . .
· . 1~800-SUNTRUST or just stop by the branch on campus.·
~
Who knows, maybe we'll even let you borrow some of our mascots.

•

SUNThUST

Member FDIC. ©2002 SunTrust Banks, Inc. SunTrust is a federally regiStered service mark of SunTrust Banks, Inc.

www.suntrust.com

+CAKE

- DESSERT
@.' $0

.,..

FORGET THE .
FATBU.R GER
Crispers has been a central
Florida sensation for over
12 years, now in Orlando

.<> 0

•

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~~~

,.
· · •·
' ~I

.·Do the math. Your meal at CrisPers ·
adds Up to a free dessert.

~

'

" • 1·

1

•

Just show us your valid student ID card, and we'll give you a FREE DESSERT with
.-the purchase of a gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich.
Take your FREE choice from the dessert menu at your table ... mile high
cakes ... ·creamy cheesecakes ... and our newly-famous Caramel Apple Granny.

If you.have a current UCF student card

on you, dessert: is on us!
Free dessert with main dish purchase and UCF student card offer good Aug. 26 - Sept. 8.
Limit one per customer per visit, please. ·

.
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. GRA -D OPEN1

\G~~~r~!~
-2.

WWW.CRIS-PERS.CO_M -'
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And our desserts are absolutely
outrageous... creamy cheesecakes,·
rich layer cakes, cookies, and
brownies. Be sure to try a sundae
or milkshake made with our own
Crispers Extremely Premium
ice cream.
There really is life afte_r pizza.
Give us a try.
REGAL 20
WATERFORD THEATRES

DOP,E ING!

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
. WINTER P-ARK

555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO

ph (407) 673-4100

ph ( 407) 482-4727

MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM

\c'5~~7

WATERFORD~ LAKES

'

WE'RE-RIGHT AROUND TH.E CORNER!
•

1 •

with new locations op_ening all the
·time. Know why folks like us so
much? Because we're the healthy,
, d~licious, quick alternative to
-{ast food. All our gourmet -salads,
tempting soups, and stacked
sandwiches (on all kinds of special_
breads) are made fresh every
single day.

Crispers is now open at 436.& University and_Alafya Trail, which means delicious, healthy food is right around
-the corner... and it's fast! Plus, we're opening more new locations all the time. Eatin ... take out... whatever.
Just visit us_-to.day, and you can tell your Mom you're eating right!

ALA FAYA
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•:ro g~t involved in an'y'~lubs and OrgaRizations: Be sure be at the Student Union Patio this Wednestpa~>:anytim~ , "'· ,
between .,lQ.arn &4 ,pm for the Activit~s Expo. ·Come meet the clubs and organizations and g~t involved l!.CF!'
-

.~

MONDAY, AUGUST 26
8 pm - 9 pm Making College Count, Visual Arts
132; by Student Leadership Programs

~

;~

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4
4 pm- 7 pm Mr.UCF information a·nd auditions,
Wired Cafe
7:30 pm "Fitting 30 Hours of Fun in a 24 Hour
Day." Time Management Workshop, Student
Union Rm. 224; by EKCEL
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 5
4 pm - 7 pm Mr. UCF information and auditions,
Wired Cafe

THURSDAY, AUGUST 29
4 pm - Mr. UCF/Miss UCF info.and interest
session, Student Union Rm. 224.
Mr. UCF tryouts begin Sept. 3rd! .

2002

~$~/

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
3 pm - 6 pm Mr. UCF information and auditions,
Wired Cafe
3 pm Homecoming Organizational/Info
meeting, SU Rm. 220

WEDNESDAY,AUGUST 28
1O am - 4 pm: Club/Activities Expo, Student
Union South Patio and Angel Plaza
6 ·pm - CAB Meet and Greet, Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom
7 pm - Introduction to EKCEL, Student Union Rm.
224
8 pm - CAB Movie "Spiderman," Student Union ·
Pegasus Ballroom

UPCOmlDG
EUEDTS

ct

'

·)

For more information on these events~
Call 407.823.6471,or come·by the Office of
Student Activities, Student Union, Rm. 208.

Homecoming King and Queen applications
availible al: 9/3 organizationarmeeting and
begining 9/4 in OSA.
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Are you unsure of~.where tq begih your campus involvement? Do yotiwant othe,rs in your organi~tion~to look 'tP:.)'6b ftit
l~ad~rship experiencelWcnildtxou'like to r,pe~t new people and hav~_ fun?i This program is an i.ntrod~iqn;,to EKCEL {Ev~rY
Knight Can. Excel in L~adershiR) ~no
provides a"glance at th~ ){eaf to come in, this leade.rship d~velopment organizati~n.·
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"f=itting .30 Hours ofFun in a 24 Hour.Qay; Time.Management Workshop ,,
. ·"
September 4;, 7:30 pm, su Cape Florida BalJroom.
· · ·
.
,
: ··
, "~
bfle key to leading a h~ppy and healthy college _lifestyle is effective tir,ne management. EKCEL and SARC team up to go over.
th,e ~st ways to get the most ,o ut Qf your diY· ·~fter this sessiol'.l,you'll know how.to make time for everything that college
has to offer. .
,
·
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~Ulsll. us on tile

Web at: o a.ucfi.edu

Funded by the Activity and Service Fe-e as allotated by the Student Go"'ernment ~ssodatio
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